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Absrract- Tttherle ss commun lcation9 represen t tbe fastest growing
egment of tbe teleeommunicaLions industry. Low·pow er digital radio
as
an access technolo gy could be integrate d Into a local ex.c hange
network
to provide a ubiquito us per90nal commun ications network (PCN).
High
qualJty tetherles s commun lcation.s services that could be provided
by
such an exchang e network based PCN are described . A possible
low·
power exchange access digital radio system for providin.g these eXChange
network based PCN services is discussed. The radio system
uses a
spectrum efficient time.cjjvisioD multlple· access (TDMA) architect
ure
made possible by advanced digital signal processing techniqu es.
Control
of the frequenc y reuse system is described and frequenc y spectrum
needs
are indicated .
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INTROD UCTION

V

ARJOUS approaches to tetherless cOrrutlunications, taken
together, are arguably the fastest growing segment of the
telecommunications industry . These tether less communications
approaches include: a) low·power cordless telephones and their
derivatives cordless PBX and phone points, I b) radio paging, c)
higher power ceUular mobile telephones, including vehicular,
transportable and handheld customer sets, and d) radio data
systems . Each of these approaches has its own strengths, and
each has significant limitations. These approaches, their strengths
and limitations. and their evolutionary trends are described in
[1]-[4]. The popularity of these approaches despite their limitations, al.ong with customers' expressed desires to overcome the
limitations suggest a very large potential market for low· power ,
convenient, widespread tetherless portable communications. Such
an approach to portable communications based on low-power
exchange-access digital radio integrated with exchange network
intelligence has been described in [1]-(4) . This type of
widespread low-power tetherless communications has service
goals sirnilar to the goals of the .. personal communicator"
approaches discussed in [5) - [7). Low-power digital radio as an
access technology integrated into a local exchange network: could
provide a ubiquitous personal communications network (peN).
Section II reviews some communications services that could
be provided by a network-based low· power tether less communications system. The remainder of the paper describes a possible
system based on time-division multiple-access digital (TDMA)
radio technology.

II.

Low·Po wer Exchange Access Digital Radio
Integrated With Network And Intelligence

TETHER LESS COMMU NICATIO NS SERVICE S

The radio part of a personal communications network for
providing widespread communications to low-power voice and /
Paper approved by the Editor for Mobile Communications of the
IEEE
Communications Society . Manuscript received April 6. 1990; revised
May
23. 1990.
The author is with Bell Communications Research, Red 8anlc. NI07701
.
IEEE Log Number 9040889 .
I Phone points are also referred to as phone zones
and telepoinls.

Fig . I.

Digital radio access integrated into an intelligent exchange network:.

or data sets, i.e., to convenient personal communicators, requires a dense network of fixed radio ports. These radio ports
need to be connected together through a copper and/or fiber
distribution network that includes intelligent control logic and
switching equipment. The radio ports, or minibase stations.
provide radio access points to the distribution network. Such a
system and network as depicted in Fig. I is described in [1)-[4J .
In residential areas the radio port antennas would be mounted on
20- 30-ft high utility poles or street light poles. Radio ports and
their antennas would also be mounted inside large apartment
buildings and large commercial and industrial buildings, and
along streets in heavily built up urban areas. Other places where
people congregate would also contain radio ports. e.g., airports.
railroad stations, shopping centers, and toll plazas. Radio ports
would be arranged to provide nearly continuous radio coverage
throughout large service regions, e.g., entire metropolitan areas
including their suburbs. The port density would also be tailored
to provide enough capacity to serve the traffic density within
each service area.

A. Types oj Services
While being free of a wireline tether is in itself a service of
significant value, widespread tetherless communications services
could be structured to be related to the amount of network
facilities involved in providing them. Examples of such possible
voice and/or moderate-rate data services could be the following.

1) Neighborhood Tetherless Access: This could be like an

extended high quality cordless telephone or data service
throughout a limited area around a customer's house or
apartment. It would involve only a nearby central office
and access to the data base containing the user's service
profile and privacy encryption key, which could reside at
the central office.
2) Telherless CENTR EX: This would be a tetherless busi-
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B. Quality 0/ Services
ness voice and data service analogous to wire line voice
CENTREX and would be similar to proposed wireless
Radio has a reputation for providing poor quality communicaPBX services. Again, only a nearby central office and a tion circuits in approaches like cordless and mobile telephones;
data base access would be involved.
but, radio provides some poor circuits only because radio sys3) A way-From-Home (or Office) Tetherless Access: Such tems have been statistically designed to include a significant
voice and data services could be distance-, and/or region- . number of poor quality circuits. For example, the desjgn critesensitive. and could invoke extra charges relative to neighrion for cellular mobile radio coverage. considering radio propaborhood or CENTREX services when used in a different
gation, receiver sensitivity and cochannel interference, has been
service area away from home or the office. The "away"
to provide good or betlter service in 90% of a service area during
access would require the network to interrogate the user's
the busy hour of an average business day [8], [73]. While this is
home data base and perhaps temporarily store the user's
significantly better than earlier mobile system designs based on
service profile and privacy encryption key in a local data
median coverage contours, it does not provide the large number
base. "Away" could be indoors or outdoors in a different of high quality circuits expected of wireline networks. It is not
exchange. a different town, a different state, or even a commensurate with the I or 2 % call blocking criterion used in
different country or continent.
the same cellular mobile system design. That is, by design only
4) Registration in a Home (or Office) Data base jor For- 1 or 2 in 100 call attempts will be blocked during the busy hour,
warding Voice and Data Calls to an A way Location: but 1 in 10 successful attempts will be judged to have a less than
- - ' is registration could be done by a user's set automati- good quality circuit!
~ ~Iy, or under user control, when the portable set detected
In contrast to mobile systems, radio transmission systems such
that it was no longer in its "regular'" or .. previously
as satellite and poiJllt-to-point digital microwave radio have
registered in" paging area. A data exch~Lfige •• handshake"
stringent design criteria requiring good performance for 99.9 or
with a nearby radio port would be required, and an even 99.99% of the time. While this often results in multipath
updating message would need to be sent by the port fading mru;gins of over 50 dB for point-to-point digital micontroller through the network to the user's home data crowave radio links, and includes the penalty of battery backup
base.
power and spare satellites in satellite systems, these radio trans5) Call Forwarding oj a Page to an A way-From-Home mission circuits are usually judged to be of high qtlality.
Location in Which a User is Registered, jor a Voice or
The system described in the remainder of this paper is based
Data Call Made to a User's Home Location: The call- on a coverage criterion of good or better over 99 % of a service
ing number could be delivered to the called person, or the area. While this is significantly better than the 90% cellular
caller could be informed of extra charges for a forwarded
mobile radio criterion, it may need to be made even better to
call.
provide radio access that will be subjectively judged to be as
6) Answering a Voice or Data Call in a Call-Forwarded good as wire line access.
Area: This service raises many questions regarding who
pays for or who has the option of paying for and completm. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND CONTROL
ing a forwarded call to a user whQ is registered away from
his or her home area.
This section describes the architecture and control of a low7) Tetherless "Call jor Help": This could provide a power radio system configured to provide widespread portable
"911" -like automatic call for help when a button is pressed communications to small pocket-size voice and data sets, i.e., to
a pocket carried set. The network could furnish to the "personal communicators." Parameters of the system are also
emergency operator the name of the caller and the location given. The details of the many considerations necessary to arrive
of the port on which the call was initiated. A similar call at the architecture, control, and parameters are too extensive to
for help could be routed by the network to a designated include in this paper. Therefore, many references to technical
person or place to provide a medical alert that the sub- papers are made for the significant details needed in arriving at
scriber was experiencing symptoms of a known medical the system choices presented herein.
problem.
Customized digital signal processing techniques implemented
8) Other Network-Based Services: All special network ser- in application specific integrated circuits (ASIC's) are the key to
vices provided to wireline users could also be provided to high quality digital radio links. However, digital signal processtetherless communication users; examples are calling num- ing must be used sparingly to avoid excessive power consumpber identification, selective call rejection, selective call tion. Power is a scarce commodity for pedestrian carried peracceptance, distinctive call ringing, voice mailbox, multi- sonal portable communications sets [1]. The power penalty for
ple location or multiple communication set ringing or using general purpose digital signal processors is generally too
paging, and conference calls. Many of these services have great for their use in personal portable sets.
greater perceived value to a user "on the move."
Power consumption in CMOS ASIC's is proportional to the
The services of 3) initiating a call, 4) registering for call
number of operations performed per unit time and is thus
forwarding, 5) being paged, and 6) answering a forwarded call proportional to computational complexity. Extensive manipulaout of the home area are noted as possible separate services
tion of many high precision numbers, particularly multiplicabecause each involves different additional network involvement
tions and matrix operations, consumes significant power. Funcin transmitting or storing user data. Since the TDMA radio link
tions that require complex digital signal processing are thus to be
architecturc described later can provide variable transmission
avoided. Examples of such functions include computationally
rates in 8 kb/s increments, charges for services could be based
intensive forward error correction, bit rate compressed speech,
on the total number of data and voice bits transmitted, i.e., on
and multipath delay equalization. The goal of the radio link
the product of the transmission rate and the time interval of architecture should be to minimize portable set power consumpusage.
tion. A long term goal should be for portable set power con-
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sumption in the range of 100- 200 mW or less when the set is
active . This also obviously requires low transmitter power on
the order of 10 mW [2], [3).

A. Spatial Radio Port Configuration

.

~

,

The low transmitter power dictated by size and weight limitations on small battery- operated transceivers limits radio range to
several hundred to a few thousand feet [2) - [4]. Such short range
translates into a need for a dense two-dimensional arrangement
of fixed radio ports in residential areas or on streets in urban
areas [2] - [4]. An even more dense three-dimensional arrangement of radio ports is required inside large buildings [2] both to
overcom e the severe radio attenuation through walls [9]-[11 ],
and to serve the large user densities within buildings. The
arrange ment of radio ports would be neither completely random
nor perfectly structured. Howeve r, ports would be arranged
approximately on a regular grid. Radio coverage in such a port
network is highly variable because of the vagaries of propagation within and around buildings [2] , [11]-[2 5], [70]. In fact,
comput er simulations of radio access in such an environment
{26] (27] show that only about half of the users accessing radio
ports in a typical residential environment will actually select the
closest radio port. Thus , referring to average coverage area
shapes as circles, squares or hexagons [28) surrounding radio
ports is a largely academic exercise.
The port locations are, of course, real entities, and they can
be arranged on grids in two dimensions that are approximately
triangular, square, or hexagonal . These grids correspond to the
often-referred-to hexagonal. square or triangular average coverage areas [28].
Because of the scarcity of radio frequencies and the large
number of radio ports required, frequencies must be channelized
and the frequency channels reused among radio ports having
sufficient spatial separation. Factors that influence the determination of sufficient separation are a) the quality of the resulting
radio channels in the presence of the fluctuating cochannel
interference from other ports. b) the economics of the resulting
system architecture th.at depends on the number of radio circuits
per port, and c) the radio spectrum utilization efficiency. Tradeoffs and compromises among these conflicting factors are required in specifying the port separation for frequency reuse.
The radio channel quality can be increased both by decreasing
the distance between fixed radio ports to increase the signal
fading margin relative to the receive r noise threshold, and by
increasing the frequency reuse interval (i.e., increasing the
number of radio ports between ports using the same frequency)
to reduce the cochannel interference.
For a given density of users, these factors affect economics
and spectrum utilization efficiency in a complex way . Decreasing the distance between ports increases the number of pons,
thus increasing the cost of th.e fixed radio port network. but it
reduces the number of radio circuits required at a port if the user
density remains fixed. Thus, if the amount of spectrum remains
fixed, the frequency reuse interval can be increased without
affecting the overall number of customers served in a given
amount of spectrum .
From another viewpoint, conside r decreasing the amount of
spectrum available while bolding fixed the user density and
quality requirement. This requires the capacity of each port to be
decreased, thus requiring the distance between ports to decrease
and the number of ports to increase . The cost of the port
network increases accordingly. Because of the complexity of
these tradeoffs and the uncertainty of the input data, a best
compro mise is still being sought by system architects.

Fig. 2.

Two-dim ensional radio pon arrangement in a residential area.

Analytical studies and comput er simulations of cocbannel
interference statistics for triangular and square radio port grids.
i.e., for idealized coverage areas based on hexagons and squares,
show little difference between the geometries with the little
advantage going to the square grid [29], [30]. Since square
geometry is also easier to work with, the logical conceptual
arrangement for radio ports is a square grid as depicted in Fig.
2. The 2000-ft port spacing and 30-ft port antenna height shown
in Fig. 2 result from radio-link power-budget analyses in [2) and
[3) for a residential environment.
A similar three-dimensional arrangement based on a cubic
grid can be used within large multistory buildings. In large
buildings, frequency channels can be reused horizontally in
adjacent city blocks, and vertically between floors as discussed
in (2).

B. Modulation and Demodulation
The basic modulation compro mise to be made is between
more power-efficient constant-envelope modulations and more
spectrum-efficient multilevel nonconstant-envelope modulations
(2). Transmitter power efficiency is not so dominant a consideration for low-power transceivers since other circuitry (e.g., modulation, demodulation, speech processing, and control) contributes significantly to power consumption. Also, new circuit
techniques promise to provide linear amplifiers with acceptable
de to radio-frequency power conversion efficiency [3I}. Therefore, the modulation choice has been made to provide the best
spectrum-utilization efficiency.
The best modulation is then 4-QAM 2 with Nyquist pulse
shaping. A pulse shaping factor [32] of ex = 0.5 is a good
compromise between spectrum occupancy and detectability. Either conven tional4- QAM [32J or the 'II" /4-shift implementation,
sometimes called 11" /4-PSK [33J, yields similar perfonnance
[31J.
The choice of 4-level modulation maximizes spectral efficiency considering both spectrum occupancy and. resistance to
cochannel interference [2], [34]. Smaller pulse shaping factors,
ex, yieid more compac t spectra, but at the expense of lower
resistance to cochannel interference 3 and to implementation imperfections .
Higher level modulation will not result in a higher allowed
transmission rate for a specified bit error ratio and multipath
2 This modulatio n is sometime s refernd to
as 4·PSK. but phase shift
modulation is constant envelope . Nyquist filtering of quadratur
e signal
componenlS yields quadratu re amplirude modulation which. of course. also
contains T /2 phase variations at the sampling instants.
3 Lower resistance to cochanne l interferen ce results
from an increased
sensitivity to imperfec t symbol timing; symbol timing jitter is
caused by
cochannel interferen ce and noise.
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delay spread [35]-[37]. While the symbol rate decreases with
increasing modulation levels, this is offset nearly exactly by
increased sensitivity to intersymbol interference from multipath
delay spread. Note also that bandpass filter asymmetries and
carrier offsets from filter center frequencies cause higher 'error
rates for higher level modulations. These asymmetries produce
effects equivalent to intersymbol interference from multipath
delay spread. Therefore, higher level modulations incur greater
implementation degradation for given filter tolerances; this can
easily amount to a 1 or 2 dB greater departure from theoretical
performance for 8- or 16-level modulations compared to 4-level.
Theoretically, 8-PSK modulation with bit~ependent coding appears to have 1 or 2 dB better cochannel interference performance over 4-QAM for the same information bit rate [38].
However, this can only be realized with considerably more
stringent, and thus more expensive, requirements on receiver
filters and frequency stability, and with the added complexity
j power consumption required for error correction decoding.
Coherent demodulation provides a 2.5 -3 dB advantage against
both Gaussian noise and cochannel interference compared to
differential demodulation [39}, [40). Coherent demodulation also
performs better against multipath delay spread [40]. Conventional implementations of coherent demodulation in TDMA radio receivers have incurred excessive symbol overhead for coherent carrier recovery. However, new digital signal-processing
techniques permit coherent carrier recovery without any overhead [41], [42]. These techniques do not require multiplication,
and manipulate only low precision numbers. Therefore, the
advantages of coherent demodulation can be obtained with only
a small increase in the complexity of a VLSI receiver circuit,
and with little power consumption penalty.
C. Transmission Rate
The transmission rate in the propagation environment within
and around buildings is limited by the spread in time delays
[16]-[21], [23]-[25] associated with the multiple propagation
paths that result from reflections from walls and objects. Adaptive equalization of this multipath delay spread would incur
ificant undesirable complexity in portable radio receivers.
This added complexity includes many multiplications and would
incur a significant penalty in power consumption. Antenna diversity, needed to mitigate fading for areas exhibiting small delay
spread, is also effective in reducing the block 4 error ratio
produced by larger delay spreads [43]-[48], if the symbol
period is larger than the delay spread, as illustrated in Fig. 3
from [43] .
Multipath measurements made in 6 commercial office and
laboratory buildings, in and around 3 houses, in a small city,
and in several factories have consistently exhibited delay spreads
of less than 0.5 /-,s when outside port antenna heights were less
than 30 ft and path lengths were less than 2000 ft, and when
inside port and user locations were within the same building
[16] -[21], [23] - [25]. s
A transmission rate of 450 kb/s has been selected for the
radio link described here. From Fig. 3, this should yield a block
"11 is useful to consider error free groups or blocks of 100 or so bi.ts
since: a) the TDMA radio link. lIiscussed later transmits bits in groups or
blocks. b} simple error detection is done on blocks of bits, c} speeoh is often
encoded in blocks of bits, and d) data integrity is imponanl as a group of bits
rep-resenting some entity.
5 These values are significantly less than the several microseconds to
several tens of microseconds of delay spread found in the vehicular mobile
radio environment which has base station antenna heights of hundreds of feet
and paths on the order of 10 mi.
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Fig. 3. Maximum bit rate for 0.5 I/o /S rrns delay spread. Outage probability
is the fraction of multipath samples that cause the block error ratio indicated
in the key. The multi path samples are from a random collection that have an
average rrns delay spread of 0 .5 I/o Is.

error ratio of 10- 2 or less because of delay spread, over
virtually all low-power portable radio service areas for the
system parameters selected. The results of Fig. 3 obtained from
computer simulation also have been realized in equipment in
laboratories [48]. A transmission rate of 450 kb/ s, obtained
without the use of multi path delay equalization is adequate for
many multiplexed voice circuits and for moderate rate data (up
to a few hundred kb/s). Digital speech encoders suitable for
portable communications [49] produce subjectively good speech
quality at block error ratios of up to 0.01-0.04. Automatic
repeating of data blocks in error (ARQ protocols) can provide
good data throughput at such block error ratios.

D. TDMA Radio Link Format
TDMA radio links have several advantages as discussed in [2,
p. 459]. Briefly, a) fewer radio transceivers are required for a
given number of user circuits at a radio port, reducing port
complexity and cost, b) different transmission rates can be
provided on demand to different users in increments of some
minimum rate increment, c) nonactive portions of the TDMA
frame can be used for portable sets to assess the quality of other
frequency channels and to do measurements for microscopic
diversity selection [47], [48], d) the diplexer function in a
portable set can be a simple solid-state switch, e) frequency
stability requirements are reduced, f) fewer frequency channels
need to be synthesized, and g) stepping between frequency
channels can be done faster. However, in the past, conventional
receiver implementations have required significant bit overhead
in each TDMA time slot for time slot synchronization, symbol
timing and carrier recovery.
Recent new receiver implementations [41], [42], [48], based
on digital signal-processing techniques using oversampling of
each digital symbol, permit robust symbol timing and carrier
recovery with no bit overhead, and without incurring performance degradations. These techniques manipulate low precision
numbers and do not require multiplication. Therefore, they incur
very little penalty in power consumption. Combining the time
slot synchronization function with error detection [50]-[52]
permits time slot synchronization with only 2 or 3 b of overhead
per time slot.
Two-frequency TDMA radio link architecture has been selected as illustrated in Fig. 4. That is, the uplink (portable-toport) is transmitted on one frequency while the downlink (portto-portable) occupies a different frequency separated from the
uplink by several tens of MHz. The two-frequency architecture
is advantageous in residential environments having 20-30 ft
high port antennas [2]. In such residential environments, the
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for error detection and time slot synchronization (14 b from a (161, 147)
cyclic code plus one additional bit), and (e) differential encoding/decoding.
F = 16 ms; T = 0.4 ms; T = F /2; 2 b/symbol; 225 ksymbols/s.

attenuation between cochannel port antennas will often be much
less than the attenuation between a cochannel port antenna and
its accessing users in houses at lower heights. An alternative of
single frequency TDMA (time-division duplex) in such an environment would require precise synchronization of cochannel
port timing phase and relatively large guard times between
uplink and downlink transmissions in order to avoid the overwhelming of users by strong port-to-port cochannel interference
[21. Two-frequency TDMA avoids the complexity of timing
phase synchronization among ports. Phase synchronization
among ports that are served from different central offices is a
particularly difficult network obstacle to overcome.
Fig. 4 illustrates the TDM/TDMA frame structure selected
for the 450 kb/s radio link [521. The TDMA frame length is 16
ms and contains 7200 b. This selection trades the increasing
transmission delay incurred with increasing frame length against
the decreasing percentage overhead with increasing frame
length.6 The percentage overhead is the number of TDMA
overhead bits divided by the total number of transmitted bits.
The 16 ms frame is divided into 40 TDMA time slots or
blocks, each containing 180 b. A time slot or block is a
collection of bits that are transmitted, received, and processed
by the radio equipment as an entity. The bits in a time slot
contain the information necessary to synchronize with the time
slot, to decode the information bearing bits, to detect transmission errors, and to coordinate radio link and system control
associated with the time slot. Information bearing bits in time
slots separated by 16 ms, i.e., in adjacent frames, are generally
collected together to form a continuous circuit. The bits in a time
slot are apportioned as follows:
• 128 bearer bits carrying user information, either voice or
data;
• 19 bits for continuous radio link and system control (supervision);
• 14 redundancy bits for a (161,147) cyclic code used for
both error detection and time slot synchronization
[501-[521. Only a 3 bit penalty is paid from the error
detection effectiveness for the synchronization function,
i.e., the error detection effectiveness is reduced to that of
11 bits of redundancy. However, 3 bits are significantly
fewer than would be needed to achieve the same synchro6 An 8 ms frame length with suitably adjusted fewer redundancy and
control bits would also be an acceptable compromise. Since this paper was
written, a new low-delay TDMA frame structure has been proposed and is
being implemented in the laboratory [80].

Dilation effectiveness with a separate synchronization
quence [53] (e.g., a Barker code);
• 16 bits for guard time in the uplink direction (portablt
port); these bits are used in the downlink direction f.
frame synchronization pattern in each time slot;
• 2 leading bits for differential encoding/decoding of
coherently detected bits; this is needed to remove the
ambiguity in the carrier phase recovery;
• 1 additional bit to make the number of symbols in a I
slot an integer; this extra bit can provide additional e
detection redundancy.
The functions of the 19 control bits are not presently defh
however, 3 or 4 will be used to provide discrimination am
adjacent cochannel ports. This number could possibly be
duced to 8 control bits with the use of a (151,136) cyclic coo
the control information is spread over several frames.
The 16 b (8 symbols) uplink guard time includes the follo\\
allocations: a) 3 symbols (6 b) for roundtrip propagation d<
of about three interport spacings of 2000 ft each; no attemr
made to compensate for this delay since it is so small for
short paths involved; b) 2 symbols (4 b) for timing tolera
between port and portable synchronization; and c) 3 symbol:
b) for turning the portable transmitter on or off. Transmis~
over distances greater than one port spacing is included beca
the access process in the highly variable propagation envir
ment frequently results in portables accessing ports more 1
one interport spacing away [261. A guard time of 3 symbols
transmitter tum on and off insures 60 dB or greater adjal
frequency channel isolation [79].
The 128 information bearing bits in a time slot result in
information rate of 8 kb/s for a circuit. On demand when a ra
circuit is set up, two of these time slots can be combined
support 16 kb/s, four can be combined to support 32 kb/s. {
Thus, this flexible radio link architecture can provide varia
transmission rate circuits on demand, in increments of 8 kb/s
to 320 kb/s. It is possible to form lower rate circuits
combining bits from every nth frame where the likely range
n could be from 2 to 6 or 8.
Note that there are no overhead bits allocated in the TD~
time slot for either symbol timing or carrier recovery. Th
functions are implemented in novel digital signal processi
techniques that use all of the bits in the time slot [41], [42]. [4[52]. The current implementation incurs a processing delay 0;
time slots (0.8 ms). This could be reduced to 1 time slot «(
rns) or less with higher-speed digital signal processing circui
The only TDMA overhead bits that would not be incurred
another digital radio approach, e.g., single channel per cam
(SCPC) frequency division multiple access (FDMA), are the
b of guard time plus the 2 differential decoding bits. Thus, t
total TDMA overhead is 18 b out of 180 or 10%.

..E. Antenna Diversity
Antenna diversity is a very beneficial technique [721 for ute
low-power hand-held portable communications. In this en~
ment, antenna diversity reduces signal fluctuations caused .
multipath propagation (microscopic diversity) and by rando
orientation of portable-set antennas [54), 155}. For a given silL
quality requirement, this reduction in signal fluctuation perD
either a decrease of transmitter power or an increase in flID8I=also permits a significant decrease in frequency-reuse ~
[26], [301, [56], (57]. Antenna diversity a1so.~rmits an ~
in transmission rate because it reduces the digital error r1tiO •
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a given delay spread when Ihe symbol period is larger lhan the
multipath delay spread (43]-[4 8].
Measurements have been made within and around buildings of
the crosspolarization coupling magnitude [12], [58J and the
decorrelation of crosspolarized and copolarized signals [59] .
Diversity is needed only in areas where signal attenuation is
high. The measurements show that the crosspolarization is strong
enough and the crosspolarized signals are decorrelated enough in
high attenuation areas to make diversity very effective using
colocated antennas having different polarizations [21 . [54] , [55] .
Two colocated loop antennas placed within a portable set would
realize this antenna characteristic.
In conventional diversity receiver implementations. the realization of effective diversity has required two receivers, thus
increasing set compleY.ity . However, in the slowly varying multipath environment of portable radio, a TDMA radio link architecture pennits the reaJization of fully effective selection diversity in a portable set using only one receiver [47) , (48). [60] . If
the port transmitter is always turned on during the TDMA time
slot preceding the time slot or slots in which data bits are
transmitted to the portable set. the portable set can switch
between antennas during that preceding time slot, measure which
antenna is receiving the best signal and use the best signal
antenna for receiving its data t.ime slot. Laboratory implementations and measurements demonstrating the effectiveness of this
inexpensive diversity approach are reported in (47], (48) , [60].

F. Channel 7 Coding / Speech Coding

.'.

It is well known that error-correction channel 7 coding reduces
the signal-lo-noise and signal-to-interference ratio required for a
given bit error ratio as long as the errors occur randomly.
However, this improvement is realized by adding redundant bits
and thus expanding the bandwidth required. It also incurs substantial computational complexity, and this increases power consumption. Also, the slow signal fading resulting from users
sitting or walking causes portable radio multipath channels to
have very bursty error patterns. During long periods of strong
~ignal no errors occur, so error correction is not
needed. Conlersely, even with diversity ther(~ are intervals of low signal that
have so many errors that error correction is ineffective. Quantitative studies show that, in slow-fading portable radio environments with bursty errors, the improvement in signal-to-interference ratio from error correction [61] , [72] is not adequate to
offset the bandwidth expansion penalty incurred. The additional
errors that occur because of delay spread [43], [44], and because
of imperfect synchronization [62], [74] in fading channels further increase the burstiness of th.e error patterns and thus further
decrease the effectiveness of error correction. Bit interleaving
used to randomize bursty error patterns in fast fading channels is
ineffective for slowly fading portable radio channels because the
interleaving delay required to randomize the errors would cause
excessive degradation of the perceptual quality of the channels
for two-way speech.
Error-detection channel coding requires significantly fewer
redundant bits than error correction. to be effective against any
given number of bits in error. Computation required for error
detection is also relatively simple and thus incurs little power
consumption penalty. Error detection can be used to detect
TDMA time slots containing errors, and digitally encoded speech
7 In this section the convention is followed of
referring to error control
coding on a radio channel as channel coding; however. as used in
this
TDMA application, coding is applied separately to each time slot in
each
frame.

can be extrapolated over the errored time slots using data from
previous time slois [49]. Extrapolation can improve the perceptual quality of speech enough to make simple error detection
competitive with error correction in the portable radio environment. Both natural redundancy in speech and the removal of
noise peaks caused by errors in most-significant-bits contribute
to perceptual improvement. or course, error detection also can
be used to request data repeats for data transmission errors. This
incurs delay and throughput reduction that, while unacceptable
for voice transmission, is preferred over accepting errors in data
transmission.
The use of error detection is made even more speCtrally
efficient when a cyclic code and a marker are aI 0 used to
provide TDMA time slot synchronization [50J - [52], as noted in
Section m -D. Experimental laboratory equipment has demonstrated the robusmess of this combined error detection / synchro nization technique to multipath fading and transmitter/ receiver
frequency offset [48], [52) .
Several techniques for digitally encoding speech at bit rates of
8 to 16 kb / s are being actively researched throughout the world
[63]. It is beyond the scope of this paper to treat this subject in
detail. The intense computational compleY.ity of these approaches, that includes many multiplications, incurs excessive
power consumption and proc~ssing delay for their current use in
convenient pocket-carried equipment. However, rapid advances
in low-power CMOS very-large-scale integrated (VLSO circuits
and in speech coding algorithm implementations may make these
encoding rates practical soon. The fteY.ible TDMA radio-link
fonnat can easily accommodate less complex 32 kb / s speech
encoding for initial deployment, and also can accommodate 16
and 8 kb/s encoding when they become practical. The network
interfaces required for different speech-encoding algorithms can
be implemented with different software in digital signal processors. The speech coding algorithm implemented in a portable
can be provided to the network interface when the call is set up,
either via transmission from the portable or from the user profile
stored in the network database.

G. System Control
The access strategies or algorithms used by a portable radio to
choose the frequency channel and radio port for setting up a
circuit are probably the least well understood facet of
frequency-reusing portable radio systems. The choice of channel
access strategy has a significant impact on the performance of
the system and on the frequency-reuse interval required [56],
[57]. The strategy includes the signal parameters to be measured, the selection algorithm to be implemented, and the arrangement of frequency channels and time slots in space. Since
many radio ports, and even more portable sets, would be
required to field-test different access strategies, such direct testing is not practical. The only practical way to compare the
performance of ~ifferent access strategies is to large-scale computer simulations [30], [56], (57], [61], [67] that incorporate
radio propagation models [12]-[1 5], (20]-[2 2], [71) obtained
from extensive field measurements.
Earlier simulations showed the effectiveness of macroscopic
diversity among cooperating radio ports for mitigating the
large-scale (macroscopic) signal variations that result from shadowing by walls and terrain f(:atures [30], [61]. Propagation
measurements have confirmed this effectiveness [71]. Macroscopic diversity can be realized if the access strategy [56], [57]
is continuously repeated by the portable set during the progress
of a call, and if the radio circuit is transferred to another port
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when that port becomes a better choice. That is , transfer to a
better port is made before the circuit to the previous port
degrades significantly. To implement a continuously repeating
access strategy, a portable set must make signal measurements
during time slots in the TOMA frame within which it is not
transmitting or receiving bits needed to complete its transmission
circuit. This requires a port to transmit in a few time slots more
than are needed to provide the circuit required by a given
portable set. Results from many simulations have assumed continuous transmission from all ports in a time divisjon multiplex
(TOM) format [56] , [57) . [64). An idle-circuit bit-pattern would
be inserted into time slots not in use. TOM port ttansmissions
result in a worst case interference environment for the radio
downlinks (port-lo-portables) , since all interfering port are
active in all time slots.
With TOM downlinks, computer simulations show that measuring signal-to-interference ratio (S / I) at the portable, and
choosing the frequency channel with the highest S / I, results in
the best S / I statistics after channel access [56], [571 . The
portable-to-port transmission direction (uplink) is TOMA , with
only the lime slots providing active circuits being occupied by
portable set transmissions. The uplink interference environment
is more complex than the downlink because portable sets are
randomly located in space, and their transmission frequencies
result from the downlink channel access procedure. Other factors discussed in [64), [65J also contribute to this interference
environment imbalance. Simulations show that the overall S / I
performance of tbe TDMA uplinks can be improved by implementing time slot management strategies [68) that save the
• best" time slots for the portables that have the lowest radio
signals at the port. The best time slots are those containing the
least interference. For propagation parame ters consistent with
field measurements, and for traffic intensities producing blocking
of 1- 2%, these time-slot-management strategies can yield uplink
S / I values that are somewhat better (3- 5 dB) than TOM
downlink S / I valu.es for 99% of user.
The downlink S / I stat.istics could be improve d by turning off
time slots not needed either for ttansmitting to users or for
providing diversity measurement signals for them i.e., by using
TDMA on the downlink also. Since time slot occupancy is
between 0.5 and 0.6 for access attempt blocking of 1-2 % for 20
circuits 8 the average interference level for TDMA downlinks
would be about 3 dB less than for TDM downlinks. 9 Macroscopic diversity implemented by monitoring. signal quality on
other frequency channels and transferring active circuits to
"better" channels can be implemented with IDMA downlinks.
This requires that all ports transmit in a few more time slots than
arc needed to provide the circuits required by each portable set.
The apparent downlink S / I improvement for TDMA downlinks
would be bought at the expense of more complex and less
effective transfer of active calls among ports for providing
macroscopic diversity because continuous downlink signals from
other ports would not be available on which measurements could
be made continuously during all nonactive time slot intervals.
Therefore , it is not clear that overall system performance would
significantly improve for TOMA downlinks.
8 This is based on an Erlang B blocked calls cteared
queueing discipline
[66) .
9 At Ihe point aD the statistical distribution where
99% of USCI'3 have a
better S f I. uplink TDMA time slot managemenl strategies [68)
provide
significantly betier (8-10 dB) S f J than random time sial assignment.
Thus.
Ihe advantage of TDMA downlinks over TDM may be Significantly
greater
at the 99% poinl Ihan indicated by Ihe 3 dB improvement at Ihe average.
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In order to provide continuous positive system control in the
time-varying signal and interference environment, radio pons
must always transmit on at least one time slot, even When they
are not serving any users.
Quasi-fixed frequency channel assignment to radio ports, as
illustrated by letters designating different frequency channels in
Fig. 2, provides good port-trunking efficiency in aU environments. This permits port costs to be shared among many users.
One method by which frequency dtannel s could be allocated to
ports is by baving ports measure their interference environments
and independentl¥ iterate their choices of channels to use [671.
Computer simulation shows that this iterative measurement/assignment procedu re converges rapidly to a choice that yields
good S / I performance statistics. The procedure could be implemented during low-traffic periods. e.g .• 3 a .m., after new ports
are added to a system.
Synchronization of time-Slot-timing phase at all ports throughout a widespread portable communications system extending
over regions controlled from different central offices would place
a large burden on the infrastructure network. A penalty for not
synchronizing time phase can occur because nonalignment of
time slots can cause each uplink time slot to be exposed to two
separate collections of randomly varying interferences. Computer simulation shows that the uplink S / I penalty can approach
3 -6 dB at the 99th percentile on S / I disttibutions [68] . This
tends to offset the TOM penalty on the downlinks .
Frequency reuse requirements are extremely sensitive to propagation model parameters [27] . Unfortunately, these parameters
vary widely over the range of environments in which portable
communications must be provided (11) - [251. Adequate frequency spectrum must be allocated to serve a wide range of
environments, not only the environments that yield the lowest
spectrum requirements. Quantitative examples are given in Section m-H2).
One possible access and control sequence for operating the
TOM/T OMA frequency reuse system is outlined below. For
this sequence, an idle time slot on each TOM radio link is
marked as a paging slot and contains the identification of the
port. IO The port identification includes the identity of the paging
area. The size of the paging area will be determined by customer
density, paging capacity and other constraints, e.g., whether the
port is' within a radio CENTR EX boundary. If all slots are
occupied. no paging slot will be available at that port at that
time, and portables will need to monitor adjacent-port paging
time slots. This is acceptable because, if all slots are occupied, a
radio circuit cannot be set up to the port anyway.
The access and control sequences is as follows:
J)

Portable Set Turn-On:

• Portable set tunes through all system frequency channels
one at a time and measures both relative channel power
level and signal quality. The quality measurement is based
on fluctuation of the digital "eye opening " and includes the
impairment effects of noise- and delay-spread-produced
intersymbol interference as well as cochannel and adjacent
channel interference [41], [42]. The quality measurement is
available as an output from the symbol-timing procedure,
and is accurate enough over the signal-ta-impairment ratio
(S/O) range of 5-20 dB to provide reliable system control.
• Portable tunes to the frequency channel with l~gest S / 0 ,
10 Alternative paging approaches using conventional
paging systems could
also be implemented.
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or if the S / G is greater than 20 dB, to the channel with
greatest power. Portable synchronizes [52] and scans time
slots for the marked paging slot. If no paging slot is
marked, the portable set tunes to the frequency channel
with the second largest S / G, etc. If the S / G of the best
channel or next channel in sequence is below an acceptable
threshold (perhap s 15-20 dB), the portable set displays a
no-service indication; otherwise it continues through the
sequence.
• portable set detects the paging area identification and compares it with the area identification it has stored as the last
area in which it has registered.
• If the paging area is the same as the last area registered in,
the portable set goes to "listeni ng-for- page" mode (3)
below].
2) Portable Set Registration in a New Paging Area: If the
portable detenni nes that it is not in the paging area in which it
last registered, either because the set was just turned on in a
different area or because the set was moved out of range of the
port it was monitor ing for a page, one of the following useroption actions will occur.

a) User Contro lled Registration:

L
t

• Portable notifies user (beeps, vibrates, etc.) that it is in a
new paging area. User can ignore notification, or comman d
registration sequence in b) below.

b) Autom atic Registration:
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• Portable transmitter turns on and transmits a registration
message addressed to the port identification number of the
selected port. The message includes the portable-set identification number .
• Portable listens on the marked paging time slot for acknowledgment of registration message; if acknowledgment
is not received, the portable tries again. Registration attempts are repeated several times with random delay (between 5 and 10 times). If some specified number of attempts is exceede d, the portable tunes to next best frequency channel (port), in sequence, that has S / G greater
than the threshold value and tries again to register. If either
the number of frequency channels (ports) attempt ed is
greater than 4 or 5, or the next frequency to be attempt ed is
below the S/G threshold value, a "no service " message is
displayed.
• On receiving and acknowledging a registration message
from a portable , the port controller forwards the message to
the home databas e of the user along with the identification
of its new paging area. This data base update is best done
using out-of-band signaling such as CCS 7 using the
#7, i.e., SS #7, signaling protocol [69], [77]. In some
networks, a local databas e for the region around the port
may also store the portable set identification to expedite
calls to that portable from the region in which it is now
located. Here the user service profile and encrypt ion information must be sent from the home databas e when it
receives the location registration update.

cern

3) Listening for Page:

• Portable retains synchronization with the paging time slot
and listens for a page of its identification. In order to save
battery power, the paging protocols may be configu red so

that pages are only made periodically at times also synchro-

nized between the port and listening portables. This proce-

dure would permit most of the portable receiver to be
powered down to save battery drain during times when
pages are not being sent. A shut-down period of a second
or two would not cause excessive delay in the calling
process, but would significantly extend portable battery
time in the listen-for-page mode.
• Portable set would continue to listen on the frequency
channel and time slot selected unless received signal quality
deteriorates below the level that provides reliable detection
of paging messages. If the received signal deteriorates
below the acceptable threshold. the portable would restart a
frequency channel search sequence as at 1) above.
4) Radio Link Setup for Q Coli: The portable will set up a
radio link (on one or more time slots) either because it receives a
page and the user answers. or because the user begins a call. A
page will be forwarded to the user over the paging slot at her/ his
last registered location by network logic and signaling when it
obtains the location from either the borne database or a temporary database near the user if she/he is away from home.
• Portable checks all frequency channel s as described in 1)
above and determines the best frequency channel available
for radio link setup.
• Portable sends a link set-up messag e to the port. Either the
uplink time slot associated with the paging time slot or
another marked idle slot could be used for this initial
signaling. The message includes a) the identification number of the port being address ed, b) the user identification
number, c) the number of time slots needed, and d) identification of whether the link will be for voice and the
speech-coding algorithm support ed, or will be for data and
the data rate, whether it is packet for a contention time slot,
or stream data, etc. Portable listens for acknowledgment
and, if needed, follows a contention resolution and channel
search procedure similar to that discussed under registration in 2) above.
• On receiving a link set-up message, a port controller retrieves the user's service profile and encrypt ion key II from
the appropriate network databas e via an out-of-band signaling network.
• The port and portable exchang e short messages to agree on
time-slot assignments and synchronize the link between
them on the agreed time slot.
• The portable and port exchange encrypt ion-syncl1ronization
messages and start the link. Note that user authentication is
auto.matic in that if a user's set does not have the same
encryption lcey that the network is using, link setup will
fail. The encryption key is never passed over a radio lin.lc
It is only passed over the wire line signaling network. and
separately stored in the user' s set; therefor e, radio link
privacy and security is equivalent to that of the wireline
network for an encryption key of adequate length.
5) Radio Link Quality Maintenance: The interference environment is continuously changing because new radio links will
be set up and existing links will cease operation. Also, some
users will move around, causing signal and interference levels to
change. Thus, constant monitoring of signal and interference
conditions is required. Transfe rs of radio links from one time
II

Public key encryption (78] could be used. however,

DO

advantage has

heeD identified siDee a database access is oeeded anyway for user verifica0011.
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slot to another and from one radio port to another will be
required to maintain the quality of some links.
• Radio ports will continuously measure S / G and power
level in each time slot. From these measurements, estimates can be made of received signal level for each radio
link and of impairment level for each time slot. Time slot
reassignment will be initiated if S / G becomes either too
small for adequate link margin or so large that the margin
is excessive. The same time-slot quality criterion as used in
time-slot management at initial radio-link setup also will be
applied for reassignment. The port will send a time-slot
change message using some of the bits in the time slot that
are reserved for system control. The portable will acknowledge the message and agree when the change will occur,
e.g., in the nth frame after the port acknowledges the
portable's acknowledgment.
• Portable sets will rapidly tune to other frequency channels
during time slots for which they are not receiving or
transmitting their infonnation or measuring signal quality
for diversity antenna selection. Channel power level and
signal quality will be measured in the other channels as
described in step 1) above. Note, for a TDM downlink and
a 32 kb/s radio link (Le., 4 of the 8 kb/s time slots), a
portable could tune over 14 frequency channels during one
frame if required. This allows one diversity measurement
time slot for each of the 4 infonnation transmitting slots,
and assumes the duration of one slot is required to tune
between channels and stabilize. Thus, for example. 70
channels could be measured every 5 frames. i.e., every 80
ms for 16 ms frames. 12 However, power will be consumed
by the tuning and measuring procedure, and large-scale
changes are likely to occur on a scale of seconds for
pedestrian users. Therefore, scanning an entire set of channels every one half to one second should be adequate.
• Radio link transfer to another port will be initiated if
another frequency channel becomes significantly better than
the existing channel. Before starting a transfer, the portable
will determine if an adequate number of time slots is idle at
the candidate port by synchronizing with the candidate port
and scanning an entire frame. During this scan the portable
may lose one frame of information from the existing radio
link. This lost frame will be treated like a frame lost
because of propagation conditions or impulse noise. Le.,
extrapolation from the previous frame for voice [49J or a
repeat request for data. The request for link transfer to the
candidate port could be made either to the candidate port
via all the infonnation bits in the candidate time slots or to
the existing link port via the control bits in the active time
slot. If candidate time slots at the candidate port are not
coincident in time with slots being used for the existing
link, the radio link to the new port can be established
before the old link is severed. This will be the case most of
the time with the average occupancies of less than 0.6 that
result from access attempt blocking of 1 % or less. In the
few cases where noncoincident slots do not exist, the link
transfer will require starting the new link in the frame
immediately following the frame in which the old link is
12 If TOMA downlinks were used. a portable would need to listen for a
significant pan of a 16 ms frame to be sure to have received an active time
slot from the strongest pon on a given frequency. This would significantly
increase the time to scan all channels. For example. if only 2 channels could
be measured each frame. it could take over 1/2 s to measure 70 channels.

abandoned. The old link should only be completely severed
after the new link has been successfully established.

H. Frequency Spectrum Needs
J) Operating Frequency: A frequency allocation is not currently available (in 1990) for widespread low-power tetherless
communications services. This issue is discussed in [I], [21. The
recently introduced bill HR 2965 in the U.S. Congress. the
recent U.S. FCC NOI docket 90-314 on Personal Communications Service (PCS). the recent initiative by the British Depanment of Trade and Industry for Personal Communications Networks (PCN), the activity in Europe toward a third-generation
Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT). and the 1992
World Administrative Radio Conference (W ARC) may provide
frequencies for these services. Technical considerations [21 suggest frequencies between 0.5 and 5 GHz would be suitable for
such a system, with frequencies between 1 and 3 GHz being
preferred.
2) Total Bandwidth: The bandwidth needed for widespread
low-power tetherless communications is a complex compromise
involving a) the quality of the radio channels in the presence of
fluctuating cochannel interference. b) the economics of the system architecture that depends on the number of radio circuits per
port and c) the radio-spectrum utilization efficiency. These factors are discussed in Sections I1-B and Ill-A. An interim working party (IWP 8/13) of the International Consultative Committee on Radio (CCIR) has recommended that a total bandwidth of
60 MHz is needed for these low-power services [75J. This
section considers bandwidth needs of a single service provider
for two common environments. The large multistory commercial
building environment is at the high user-density extreme where
bandwidth is needed to serve the large concentration of customers. Some large buildings would likely be served by one
service provider. The residential environment with separated
single-family houses presents a low user density where economics dictate sharing a radio port and associated distribution
wire (or fiber) with many customers, and where all residences
may not have portable radio communications initially.
a) Residential Example: Consider first a residential example with single-family houses. Adjacent channel interference can
be maintained adequately low with three one-way TDM or
TDMA frequency channels per MHz of bandwidth using the
radio link parameters described in this paper [31 J. Thus, a
two-way, two-frequency 13 TDM/TDMA link will require 2/ 3
MHz. Computer simulations [26J, [27], (30). [56J, [57). [64],
[65J consistently show a need for dividing the spectrum into 25
sets of channels for frequency reuse in two dimensions. This is
based on the criterion of providing 99 % good circuits in the
cochannel interference environment (see Section II-B), and on
two-way transmission with a range of propagation parameters
representative of measurements in the residential environment
[12J, [13J.
A housing density of 6 houses/acre, i.e.. about 1500
houses/km2 is representative of urban or dense suburban areas.
With a port spacing of 2000 ft (600M) this yields about 550
houses/port. For many years after the start of deployment, not
all houses will be users of such a service. Consider for such
dense neighborhoods an initial market penetration 14 of 25 % or a
13 See (2. p. 459] for why single-frequency TOMA. also referred to as
time division duplex (TOO), is not desirable in residential areas with port
antennas on poles 20-30 ft (10 m) high.
14 Some projections suggest that 50% of the adult population will have
tetherless communications by the year 2000.
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user density of about 140 users/port. The number of users per
circuit for a specified access attempt blocking can be determined
from telephone traffic (queueing) theory [66], if the statistics of
me user traffic are known and are stable. Small groups of users
have large statistical fluctuations in traffic. Thus, for a blocking
of 1% and a typical offered traffic of 0.06 Erlangs/user, 16 or
17 circuits or about 8 users / circuit would be acceptable for
serving 140 users. However, in actual concentration of traffic in
the telephone plant [76], lower concentration ratios are used
because of statistical demand fluctuations and even lower blocking Objectives. For example, 96 users are concentrated into 24
circuits [76] where, for 0.1 % blocking, a need for only 15
circuits is calculated for 96 users at 0.06 Erlang/user. That is,
acceptable concentration for 96 users is 4 users/circuit where
6.4 users/circuit would be expected from a calculation based on
average statistics. Adjusting the calculated 8 users/circuit by the
same factor (4/6.4) yields a concentration factor of 5 users/circuit for 140 users, or a need for 28 circuits/port.
As discussed in Section ill-F, power consumption and voice
quality limitations in pocket-carried portable sets will likely
dictate 32 kb/s speech coding for initial implementations IS and
for me near future. The TDMA radio link frequency channel
described herein will support 10 circuits/channel at 32 kb/s/circuit. Thus, 3 TDMA radio channels per port are needed to
provide me 28 circuits/ pon.
Combining 3 channels/pon with the 25 channel sets and 2/3
MHz/channel yields a total spectrum bandwidth need of 50
MHz, which is consistent with the 60 MHz recommendation of
the CCIR IWP.
For more dense housing or a larger market demand, the ports
would have to be spaced closer than 2000 ft. For significantly
lower housing density, ports would be equipped with fewer
transceivers.
Future traffic growth beyond this example is expected in a)
penetration beyond 0.25 users/house and b) additional demand
for data services. Such increased demand could cause saturation
of capacity, but future improvements in speech-coding implementation are expected to permit high-quality low-delay coding
at 16 kb/s or lower with power consumption low enough for use
in pocket-carried sets [63]. Thus, as demand increases, technology will permit the needed capacity expansion within the flexible
TDMA radio link format. Note that as market penetration
approaches 50 %, the 50 MHz bandwidth will still be adequate
with 16 kb/s speech coding.
In regions where large multistory apamnent buildings are
located among dense single-family residences, one set or a
partial set of 25 TDMA channels can be assigned to ports within
an apartment building or buildings. The remainder of the channels can serve the surrounding houses with a somewhat closer
pon spacing, if needed to serve the traffic density .
b) Multistory Commercial Building Example: The most
user-dense environment exists within large multistory buildings
in heavily buill-Up areas of cities. Some of these buildings
contain large open areas comprising almost an entire floor with
the floor densely occupied with desks, file cabinets, and/or low
bookshelves. A typical building [20] is 200 ft X 200 ft (about
60M X 6OM) with 100 ft2 (about 9.3M 2 ) allocated to each

person, yielding a density of 400 people/floor. Because of the
large open area, propagation approximates inverse-distancesquared [24], and frequency reuse within the 200 ft X 200 ft
area will not be possible.
Business traffic offered per user is at least a factor of 2 greater
than residential traffic, so concentration is less by almost a factor
of 2. For a concentration factor of 3, a need for 133 circuits per
floor results. Propagation between floors is highly variable [15],
[22], and detailed computer simulations of this environment are
only begirmiog [81]. However, a reuse .interval of every third
floor (see [2, p. 443] for 3-D reuse) should be possible in almost
all buildings. A few special-case bUildings may require special
treatment (e.g. , placement of metal foil in ceilings or floors,
distributed antennas, or leaky cables) to make this possible. The
resulting circuit requirement is then 400 circuits/building, with
the frequencies providing mese 400 circuits repeated every three
floors vertically. Frequencies can usually be reused between
buildings [2, p. 443]. Using the 10 circuits / TDMA channel and
2/3 MHz/TDMA channel from the previous section results in a
need for about 26.7 MHz/building for voice alone. Consider
also that TDMA channels will be needed outside on the sidewalks and streets, and these channels must be separate from
those used inside buildings (see [2, p. 444]) . With the two-dimensional reuse of 25 channel sets from the previous section
used for the streets, an additional 16.7 MHz is needed, again for
voice alone. It is virtually impossible to determine moderate-rate
radio data needs in this environment at this time. However,
current moderate-rate data needs, although bursty, require less
total bandwidth than voice. If one makes a "best guess" and
adds 15 % more capacity initially to accommodate some data, the
total 43.4 MHz voice need becomes about 50 MHz and is
comparable to the need in residential areas. The expected increasing demand for data can be accommodated in the future by
the decreasing voice bandwidth requirement of a transition to 16
kb/s or lower speech coding.

consistent with !he low-power pocket phone development activity in Europe, e.g .• the Cf-2 phone point in the U.K. and the Digital
European Cordless Telephone (DECT) being standardized by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). Conversely. vehicular systems thaI have fewer constraints on power consumption and voice quality can
consider speech coding rates as low as 8 Icb/s now.

Many have contributed to the tetherless personal portable
communications system proposed in this paper. The major contributors are represented in the references to their work that
form a basis for the system architecture and parameters. The
contributions of H. W. Arnold and P. T. Porter to the overall

IS This is

IV.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The rapid growth in many limited approaches to tetherless
communications suggests a very large user need and potential
world-wide market for more-universal widespread low-power
personal portable communications. Convenient economical communications 10 low-power pocket-size • personal communicators" could be provided by a widespread personal communications network (PCN) based on low-power digital-radio access to
the intelligent local exchange network [1]. A TDMA radio link
architecture and lflteUigent control of radio frequency channel
and time slot assignment can provide low cost, high radio-circuit
quality, and good spectrum efficiency. This is made possible by
new sophisticated low-complexity digital signal-processing techniques implemented in very-large-scale integrated circuits
(VLSI). The exchange-network-based peN described in this
paper could make exciting and useful new tetherless communications services available to everyone. within a modest 50 MHz
frequency spectrum requirement per service provider, when and
if the eleclropolitical and regulatory obstacles can be overcome.
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Abstract - This paper discusses considerations In the design of packet
protocols suitable for interactive voice and interactive data communication,
and then outlines a potential layered protocol architecture for the internal
communication of a long haul network that might support packet yoice and
packet data transport.
Following the protocol description, the paper compares potential delays
for two Yoice/data packet network architectures: one using only link
retransmission, the other using only edge retransmission for data (as
included by the voice/data protocol). The underlying data traffic loads
offered to the network are the same {or the two metJlods, although they
give rise t.O dilferent traffic patterns. TIUs preliminary analysis shows that
the average delay using an edge-to-edge recovery discipline can be made
comparable to the delays introduced with a Iink-by-link recovery discipline,
if the network uses high speed transnJission facilities (e.g., over 1 Mbits/s)
having good error characteristics (e.g .. one or less packets corrupted in
each 1000), and se.nds up to 12& bytes of customer data as a single packet.

1.

INTRODUCTION

HE similarity of packet voice and packet data transport, recognized by many [1]-[4], suggests further
study in 'the area of designing an integrated voice/data
network. Unfortunately, along with these similarities are
several conflicting communication requirements. Data applications demand essentially error-free transmission and
existing protocol standards (e:g., CeITT Recommendation
X.25) reflect this need. On the other hand, voice is tolerant
of occasional errors. The inherent characteristics of voice
allow small amounts of lost or corrupted information to be
reconstructed, or even omitted, without a severe degradation in voice quality. Voice, however does have, more
stringent requirements 'on the amount of delay permissible
between the time an utterance is spoken and the time it is
subsequently heard by the receiver. While the exact limits
on the amount of acceptable delay are unknown, subjective
tests have shown that excessive delays may not be tolerated
by telephone users when nondelayed phone service is available [5], [6] (cost of service was not a parameter in these
tests).
One recent study [7] addressed the issue of voice/data
packet protocols and described a poinHo-point protocol
meeting the needs of both voice and data. Some earlier
studies in the area of protocols for packetized voice [8], [9]
. have concentrated on end-to-end aspects of the protocol

T
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(Le., peer communication between packet voice transmitters and receivers) and on using .current packet data
networks for packet voice transport. These efforts included
a demonstration of packet voice ove~ Arpanet, rePorted in
1978 [10]. suggesting that it may also be possible to use
existing packet data networks (or at ieast their' protocol
arcliitecture) for packet voice. While this earlier work considered' use of current network designs for pacKet voice
transmission, this paper presents an alternative view of a
layered protocol structure for the internal operation of a
long haul packet network that can support packet voice
and packet data transport These' discussions and the description of the protocol architecture represent preliminary
thinking on concepts that 'might be incorporated ' into an
integrated packet voice/data system. The intent is to
stimulate further thought ,on possible protocol architectures
for voice/data packet ,transport.
The remainder of this paper describes packet voice communication and a possible internal network- p~cket
voice/data ,protocol structure. The paper first presents
some of the factors that have a pronounced effect on the
protocol design and the placement of, protocol fu~ctions,
and then describes a layered protocol for the mternal
commWucation of a voice/data packet network_ The final
section ipresents an analysis of delay for data using the
voice/data packet protocol and compares it to delay encountered using a traditional error reccvery protocol.
Throughout the paper, a '. distinction is made between
edge-'lo-edge protocols (cOmpletely contained within the
network, exercised between packet network interfaces) and
end-to-end protocols (exercised between network
customers).

II.

PACKET VOICE/PACKET DATA NE1WORK
COMPONENTS

Fig. 1 shows the components of a generic packet network:
.
, 1) Packet network interfaces (PNI) through which users
(Le., subscribers and other networks) connect t9 the network.
2) Interswitch links that carry voice, data, and signaling
information.
3) Packet switches (PS) that connect to both packet
network:intedaces and other packet switches with bighspeed lines.

0733-8716/83/120<.>-1006$01.00 ©1983 IEEE
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Delay objec~iv~s f?r the network can be met, in part,
through the eliminatIon of link error recovery techniques
that require retransmission of corrupted information. This
~as a twofold effect: first, one source of variable delays
mtroduced by packet networks is eliminated, and second,
network transmission procedures are simplified.
C. Quality and Speed of Transmission Facilities

ps: PACKET SWITCH
PNI: PACKET NETWORK INTERFACE

Fig. 1. Packet network components.

III.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PROTOCOL DESIGN

Several factors, all interrelated, have a pronounced effect
on ~e protocol ~esign. The primary underlying philosophy
behind the deSIgn of a voice/data packet network and
protocol is to consider these factors and design the network
to take advantage of them. Three factors have been identified that sign~fi~ant1y affect the packet voice/data protocol: charactenstlc~ of the applications using the network,
performance reqwrements, and transmission facilities.
A. Characteristics of the Application

The transport of packetized voice is a major application
of an integrated packet network. Because of the redundancy in this voice information, it may not require the
robust error correction methods commonly found in packet
protocols. Exercising conventional flow control on packets
containing voice information seems inappropriate. Due to
delays that can be introduced through the application of
flow control procedures, voice information sent through
the network may be rendered unusable. Degrading the
level of service for established calls, a characteristic of such
flow control procedures, is an undesirable practice in a
voice network. Additionally, flow control practices have
been ~eveloped to allow communication between devices
operating at different rates. Because voice coding and
decoding equipment would be operating at the same rate,
such flow control practices are not necessary. This does not
preclude. the need for regulating the flow of information
into the network to protect network resources.
B. Performance Considerations

The design objectives for a packet voice network place
several constraints on the operation of the network. Two
categories are particularly influential in the protocol de~ign: loss performance (lost data/voice packets, lost signalmg packets) and delay objectives [11].

The exclusive use of high-quality, high-speed (e.g., over 1
Mbitjs) digital transmission facilities in a packet voice
network [1] encourages examination of nontraditional error
correction techniques. Current methods, aimed at ensuring
error-free information delivery, typically correct errors on
e.ach link. While this complexity and expense (in elapsed
hme, processor resources required, memory, and buffer
utilization) can be justified for slow transmission facilities
plagued with "high" bit error rates, the supporting reasons
become less clear for the high-speed transmission facilities
that would be used in a packet voice network.
The performance of the interswitch digital transmission
facilities can be expected to provide sufficiently reliable
performance to allow the responsibility of error correction
to be moved to the packet network interfaces. As a higher
level function, the error correction required for data communication would not be performed on each network link,
but once across the netwotk. This simplifies processing that
must be done by network switches without degrading the
performance seen by network users.
IV.

NETWORK ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS

The placement of functions (e.g., voice encoding) in a
packet voice/data network is specified by the protocol
architecture. For the generic packet voice/data network
considered in this paper, two alternatives are possible for
voice coder placement. In the first, the interface to the
network is a circuit mode interface. The voice stream into
the network is a deterministic stream of information. At
the PNI, this stream is encoded, placed in packets, and
transported across the network. At the distant edge of the
network, the packet stream that was carried through the
network is converted back into a circuit voice stream. The
data interface to the network is packet mode, possibly
using the X.2S protocol.
The alternative method uses a packet mode interface to
the network for both voice and data traffic. Voice encoding
and packetizing functions are performed by customer
equipment, before information enters the network. The
network does not process (e.g., code and packetize) the
voice information,. as it did in the first case, but only
transports packets between network customers. As with the
first type of interface, two grades of network transport are
required: voice transport (fast, but errors are permitted)
and data transport (error-free service is required). Other
grades of network transport may be desirable, but this
paper limits discussion to only these two possibilities.
The remainder of this paper focuses on a circuit-mode
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Fig. 2. Protocol functions.

voice interface to the network and a packet-mode data
interface. Under this architecture, the packet network interface performs voice encoding and packetizing 'a t the
edges of thenetw~rk. Although this discussion concentrates on internal network operation and 'functions,
these concepts can also be extended, migrating functions
from the network to customer premises equipment.

V.

A VOICE/DATA PACKET PROTOCOL

Interswitch communication in '3. voice/data packet network is according to the network transport protoco1. Acc~s
to the network, is not under tlte protocol specified for
interoffice transmission.
, Following the spirit of the draft open systems interconnection (PSI) model ~at the International Organization
for Standardization is formulating [12], this partitioning of
functions and rules is specified as a hierarchy of layers,
!!ach perforining specific services, such as 'error detection.
The packet transport protocol outlined here has been
designed using ~e general principles that have been guiding the 'development' of the OSI model. This yoice/data
packet protocol supports only transport' functions (i.e., tbe
transport of packets through the network); the higher level
functions (end-ta-end) discussed in the OSI model, appear
as highe~ layers above this basic transport capability and
are no t discussed here.
The protocol structure provides the functions necessary
for flow control of data within the network and ensures
reliable data transmission through the network~ Under this
structure, the network can be a reliable data-transfer
medium. The basic transport mechanism is pro-vided by the
, lower three levels of, the protocol (1-, 2-, and 3-lower)
applied to transririsSions across each network link. The
packet transport sublayer (levei 3-upper), employed edge. to-edge within the II.etwork between packet network interfaces, provides functions specific to the application (F,igs. 2
and 3). In this scheme, the lowest three levels provide
packet transmission and routing througli tlie network, but
allow the possibility of packet' corruption and packet loss.
At the edges of the network, any detected errors are
corrected with a peer communication between the entry

- - LEV&. TO ....... "'OW

--fII::OfoKUtA-OW

'i!

Fig. 3. Internal network prot9CQ1 layers. '.

and exit pac~et n~twork intei'faces, thus p,roviding ~eliable
data communica~ion through the network. This protocol
structure allows the same link communication protocOls to
be us~ (or voice
da.ta, ~d employs 'an edge-ta-edge
protocol that is tailored to the specific se~ce used by the
I).etwork customer. A later section discusses 'delays. experienced by data uSing this edge-~a-~ge recOvery strategy.
Controlling' the flow of information into the network can
be acCOmplished with several mechanisms: call blocking if
insufficient network res,ourceS are availflble at the time the
call reci.uested; packe,t discarding during short periQds of
congestion; call dearing by the network to face occasional
overloads caused by failures of network. componen~ (links,
switches, etc.); window flow control for data; and otber
methods. '
,
The following seCtions present a closer view of the each
protocol. ... level.
'

and

is

A. Leve! 1 :...... Physical Layer
The physical level of the protocol specifies the electrical
characteristics and representation of transmitted qits. Additionally, bit time synchronization and performance·characteristics are induded in this level. Level 1 is, !n practice,
similar to the level 1 of conventional packet data protocols
and is not discussed further here.
.

B. Level 2 - Link lAyer
The link layer performs several functions necessary for
successful transmission between network switches: These
functions ii1clu~e frame delliniting, error detection, and bit
pattern transparency. As a major departure from HDLe,
error recovery procedures are not incluqed i!1 this ' level.
Functions such as link set up; liDk discOnnection, and link
resynchronization prOcedures are not included in the packet
voice/data level 2 protocol,because no .~ state information is mafutained at level 2., ,
.
The link layer protOcol procedures for the packet voice
network ao not include provisions for error recovery or for
flow control. When an error is detected in ' a frame, the
corrupted frame is immediately discarded by' the switch.
No further actions are taken at level 2. These measures are
aimed at reducing sources of network introduced packet
delay.
'
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Fig. 5. Level 3-lower packet format.

Each level 2 frame carries a data, voice, or signaling
message . .The format for information frames (Fig. 4) includes a leading flag that delimits the start of an information frame, a vanable-length information field, a frame
cht?Ck sequence for detecting frame errors, and a trailing
flag that delimits, the end of the information frame. A two
byte frame check sequence could probably provide adequate error detection capability.

C. Level3L-Packet Network Sublayer

..

Lev~l three of the voice/data protocol has two sublevel 3-lower (3L) and level 3-upper (3U). The
packet provides the unit of iriformation transfer at the
packet network sublayer of this protoCol. The primary
f~ction provided here is the routing of packets along a
path that is established at call-setup time. This path is fixed
for the duration of the call.
Two types of rackets are included in the level 3L portion
. the network protocol: signaling packets and data/voice
packets. Signaling packets are used in call establishment,
call disconnection, call admiiristration, and link. maintenailce. ..These' signaling packets are exchanged between
adjacent switches . (link signaling packets) and between
packet ~etwork interfaces in the call path (edge signaling
packets). Data/voice packets carry information being sent
between level 3U .entities. Fig. 5 shows a possible format
for a voice/data packet. Information Contained in the level
3L header ,includeS three fie,ids: a packet idcihtifier field
indicating the type of packet and prOcessing required by
the switch, a 'logical channel number field that uiriquely
id~ntifies a call on a link,' and variabl~length voice/data
field containing higher level information. Signaling packets
would have similar format, with a signa1.irig message indicator· and additional parameters cairied in the variablelength voice/data field.

lay~rs:

a

D. Level 3 U - Packet Transport Sublayers
Multiple typeS of sublevel 3U allow the network to
support different classes of packet transport. The specific
messages exchanged and actions taken at level 3U depend
on the application being supported by the network (e.g.,
packet voice transmission and interactive data exchange).

For packet voice communication, level 3U functions are
performed at the voice coder location (in the packet network interface). Similarly for data exchange, packet transport sublayer functions are also carried out between packet
network interfaces (as an edge-to-edge protocol). However,
the concepts presented here do not prelude alternative
architectures that place these functions external to the
network.
There are two distinct sets of level 3U functions: those
for reliable data communication and those for voice commuriication.
1) Packet Transport SublayerIor Packetized Voice: For
packetized voice only, level 3U messages provide sYnchronization of voice information. Voice that has been encoded
and packetized must be time identified, in some manner,
relative to either an absolute time reference or to other
voice packets (both preceding and subsequent) to allow a
smooth play back of yoice at the receiver. This level 3U
function provides a means of playing out, at the correct
time, received voice information. Such a service is necessary because of the variable delays that can be encountered
in a long haul packet network. Voice messages are never
retransmitted with this protocol architecture.
.
A time stamp placed in the level 3U header could
identify, relative to other voice messages for the call, the
time at which the voice messag~ was generated. The informatiori contained iIi this "field would be generated and used
only by the two packet network interfaces in the call path: '
Tandem switching equipment ' does not include level 3U
processing, so this field would not be modified by intermediate switches. Other time stamping schemes are possible [13].
2) Packet Transport SUb layer for Reliable Data Communication: For data coIimiunication only, level 3U includes
the functions necessary to provide reliable, error-free data
transmission. These functions include synchronization of
lever 3U entities, flow control, and detection and recovery
of lost messages. Protocol standards, such as HDLC and
CCIlT Recommendation X.25, have evolved with the intention of providing reliable communication betweeri devices that do not necessarily process data at the same rate.
The packet voice/data protocol supports these functions at
level 3U; the packet transport sublayer for data assures
error free, sequential message delivery and iilcludes provisions for flow control.
.
A possible message format for the packet transport
sublayer, shown in Fig. 6, includes a message format (MF)
field consisting of sub fields that can indicate the logical
relationship of sequential messages, use of normal or ex~
tended-sequence numbering, and other functions necessary
to support the access protOcol for data; a control field
containing flow control and check pointing inforination;
and a variable-length data field.
The set of supervisory messages includes messages necessary to establish and synchronize a level 3U data connection, reliably transfer data across the network, and clear
the connection. Level 3U procedures might be thought of
as a modified (and enhanced) set of HDLC control procedures exercised across the network (rather than across a
single link).
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VI.

contain embedded data acknowledgments for traffic in the
reverse direction), and Xframes.· Using an exponential
service time distribution for user data and a deterministic
service time for Xframes (this service time is exactly equal
to the cycle time) Completely describes all traffic on the
link for the model.
Using an MIG /1 queue to approximate the average
transmission time per link for dina (1"L ), weight~ first
and second moment (x and ""2) describes characteristics of
the link traffic. Dprop is the propagation delay per link and
Pr.. is the total utilization of the link; the utilization of the
link attributed to data traffic (Pdata) is slightly lower than

a

START OF DATA MESSAGE

MESSAGE
FORMAT
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DELAY WITH RETRANSMISSIONS FOR
CORRUPTED DATA

. This section examines cross-network delay using two
different error recovery disciplines. The first uses retransmission between adjacent network switches to recover corrupted data; the interswitch protocol guarantees reliable
transmission across each network link. Average cross-nelwork data transmission delays for this protocol are compared to the delays encountered under a second protocol.
In this second protocOl, lost or corrupted data are recovered by edge-ta-edge retransmission procedures between the sending and receiving packet network interfaces
{this is the method used in the voice/data packet protocol
previously describ-ed); the interswiich protocol makes no
attempt to recOver corrupted data.

A. Link Recovery Model
This section describes a model for analyzing performance using a reliable link protocol to accomplish error-free
transport across a network, with a concatenation of reliable
links forming the error-free path.
A frame sent across a link may be lost with probability
, p, which is determined by the error characteristicS of the
transmission facilities and the size of the frame sent across
the link. If this happens, the link is effectively out of
service until the sender" pulls back" and retransmits the
corrupted frame. The cycle time, Te , is the elapsed time
before the sender realizes that it must retransmit the corrupted frame . The cycle time has three components: 1) the
ti,me for the frame to cross the link, 2) the interframe
arrival tiine (Le., the time between reception of the corrupted frame and reception of the next error-free frame),
, -and 3) the time for the reject to be returried to the sender.
During this period, the receiver discards all frames it
receives. To frames aWhlting transmission, the link appears
to be transmitting a single, long frame (called an X/raine in
this paper) during the cycle time. Note that this Xframe is
not an actual frame transmitted on the link,. but serves to
describe the amount of time the link is unavailable because
of error recovery procedures.
As a preliminary effort to gauge the effect of the link
unavailability during the cycle time, the link is modeled as
an M/G/i queue. For this model, link traffic has two
components: frames containing useful data (which al so

PL'
PL , ""2 .
TL = (Dprop )+ X_+1
"2 2(1- Pt) X .

The average cross-network delay for a path of NIi.nJu links,
for frames containing data, is
Average Network Delay = (NI.iW)(TL ).

(1)

This delay equation will be used later.in comparing edgeto-edge and link recovery strategies.
While the effect of Xframes can be negligible at low link
speeds, it can become significant at higher link speeds (e.g.,
over 1 Mbits/s) because of the increasmg size of the
Xframe 1nd the number of frames that must ~e retransmitted. For example, at' 75 percent, total link utilization on
a 1.5 Mbitsis link, each frame error causes the link to be
unavailable for useful data transmission for over 30 frame
transmission times, creating a delay forsubsequeni frames.
The probability of the link corrupting a. frame closely
describes the amount of link traffic attributed Xframes.
For the model, every time a frame is corrupted this Xframe
appears on the link. Because a frame may be retransrilitted
several times (additional retransmission is neceSsary if the
frame becomes corrupted when retransmitted), an attempt
to transmit a useful data carrying frame across a link
causes p /1 - p Xframes to appear on a link. This information is used in' determining the' probabilities of normal
frames and Xframes being present on a link, which in tum
is used to fiild the weighted x and

""2'

B. Edge Recovery Model
This section describes a model for analyzing performance in a network that uses a non guaranteed-delivery
link protocol, supplemented with a reliable edge-ta-edge
protocol across the network for error-free packet trimsport.
With an edge-to-edge strategy, error recovery is between
the corresponding edges ~f a call, and is done -a? a per call
basis. In, this section, frames . are sent between adjacent
switches on a link. Corrupted frames are simply discarded
when a switch detects an error. Messages are sent betw..een
corresponding edges of 'a call. If a message is lost in
traversing the network, it is retransmitted again from the
sending edge.
The probability of having to invoke error reoovery pracedures is based entirely on the probability of sutcessfully
crossing the network. We find this using tlie probability p
of a frame beine: comloted on a link From fhi<: .1-,,,

lOll ,
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probability P of, anywhere in the network path, corrupting
a frame containing this message is

10
~-- EDGE (~ ••

Kbpo THROUGHPUT)

(2)
Each link carries a mix of three types of traffic (as contrasted tQ the link model, in which each link carried only
two types of traffic: information frames, which carry
customer data, and Xframes). The first type is data traffic,
which has the same exponential distribution that is used
for the link scenario. To allow a fair comparison with the
link recovery model, the amount of traffic attributed to
user data, Pdata' is identical for the two models. For the
edge recovery model, every data message has an explicit
acknowledgment, which has a deterministic service time
distribution. This is the second type of traffic. Discarded
"'1essage traffic enters in as the third factor contributing to
..mk utilization. Discarded messages that the sender must
retransmit have exponentially distributed service times.
The average service time for all traffic on a link is a
weighted average of these three service times. The total link
utilization for this model, PE' reflects contributions from
each of these three generators of link traffic.
In a call between transmitting.edge T and receiving edge
R, the delay between the occurrence of an error and
discovery of this error by T has three components. These
are analogous to the three outlined for link! recovery:
intermessage arrival time (the time between the moment
the corrupted message would have arrived and the time the
next uncorrupted message arrives), successful cross-network transit of a data message, and successful cross-network transit of the reject message in the reverse direction.
For a single call, receiver R discards Ndiscacdcd = (T~)(H)
+ 1 messages if the sender continues transmitting messages
after the error occurred. H is the user throughput class
'pressed in the message per second and Tc is the edge-toc;:dge cycle time (as defmed in the link model discussion).
Because of retransmissions, the event of corrupting a message can happen more than once in trying to get a message
through the network. Each message sent through the networ~ results in (P/(1- P»Ndixudcd extra messages. These
extra JI?essages directly increase the queueing delays experienced packets for other calls in the network.
ReCall the definitionS for PL and PE' PL is the utilization
of each network Iffik in a network using link recovery. PE is
the utilization of these links if the network uses edge-to-edge
recovery. In general, for a fixed'data traffic load (Le., fixed
PD)' PE is greater than PL' This is for two reaSons: the
explicit data acknowledgments under the edge-to-edge protocol (that are not present in the link scenario) and the
comparative error rates (2).
1) Cross-Network Delay (Including Effects of Retransmission Traffic): Computing the average transmission time
across a link for data (Tdata ), including propagation delay
and system tirile,
PE
JL2
'
)
1 , 1
Tdata = ( Dprap + - - + -2 (1
) -=-.
JLdata

-

PE

X

In this equation, l/l'data is the service time for frames
carrying user data; and the first and second moments (1'2
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Fig. 7. Average cross-network data delay.

and x) are found using the service time distributions of the
three types of link traffic along with their probabilities of
occurrence.
The total average delay incurred in successfully traversing the network one time (without error recovery procedures) for data is Ddata = (NJin.l(l.)(Tdata ).
The average intermessage arrival time (1M) is based
entirely on the user transmission speed and amount of data
that can be transported in a frame, causing an increase in
error detection time at the receiving edge as user throughput class decreases.
For edge-to-edge error recovery, the equation for crossnetwork delay, including the effects of retransmission procedures, is
average cross network delay =

(l+P)Ddata +PIM
(1- P)
.

()

3

This delay equation will be used later in comparing edgeto-edge and link recovery strategies.
C. Delay Comparison
Fig. 7 shows comparative delays for the two recovery
discipliiles in two types of networks, found using (1) and
(3). These delays are for a cross network path of 6 1.5
Mbits/s links, a 7 msjlink propagation and processing ,
delay, uncorrelated frame errors, and frames that contain
128 bytes of customer data not including th<: frame header.
This analysis is not all encompassing; the intent here is to
show the effect of Xframes when high-speed facilities are '
used and show the effect of user throughput on average '
data delay when using the edge-to-edge recovery 'mecha:
nism.
In Fig. 7 the amount of data traffic carried is the same
for the link and edge recovery curves, ensuring equivalent
traffic conditions for the comparison. However, this does
not imply that the total link utilization is the same for the
two models. (Less data traffic is offered to the voice/data
packet network because that network must also carry voice
packets.) The method used to generate the link utilizations
forces the total link utilization for the link recovery method
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LO be constant, independent of the probability of corrupting a frame. This means thal as the probability of corrupting a frame decreases (moving from left to right in the
figure). the ratio of useful data traffic to Xframes increases
and the amount of data traffic increases. For the two edge
recovery curves, the amount of useful data traffic increases
to stay the same as for the link curve.
Fig. 7 shows that the delays using link recovery are close
to the delays encountered using edge-to-edge recovery under the same data load. Not unexpectedly, as the probability of corrupting a frame decreases, the average delay
decreases because fewer retransmissions are required for
either method. 1n the link case, the Xframes caused by the
retransmission procedures are large and could add significant delays when they appear on a link. With fewer retransmissions (i.e., fewer Xframes), the total link utilization
decreases, diminishing the magnitude of the queueing delays. For the edge-to-edge curves, a major component of
cross-network delay is the time to notify the sender that a
message must be retransmitted. With this occurring less
frequently, the average cross network delay decreases. Additionally, less 'extra" traffic (that must be retransmitted)
is now appearing on the link, decreasing the queueing
delays. However. this is a minor effect for low user
throughput classes.
As user throughput increases, two factors affect the
amount of "extra" messages present on the link for the
edge-to-edge case. First, the number of these extra messages sent during the cycle time (Le., time to notify the
sender that an error has occurred) increases simply because
more messages can be sent per second. Along with this, the
intermessage arrival time decreases, causing the cycle time
to decrease. The net result is that as throughput increases,
the number of superfluous messages increases, and for a
fixed data load this slightly increases the queueing delays.
However, the decrease in time to detect the error significantly decreases the delay introduced by the retransmission
protocol. Fig. 7 shows this in the two edge curves, demonstrating that the faster user throughput (19.2 kbits/s) has a
lower average delay than the 4.8 kbits/s user throughput.
(Note that for user throughputs well over 100 kbits/s,
these superfluous messages can cause the link utilization to
exceed available bandwidth if the offered data load is held
constant. Factors such as link speed and error rate determine the actual customer bandwidth at which this occurs.)
The curve for the voice/data packet network shows
average data cross-network delays for an integrated packet
network that uses edge-ta-edge recovery for data. Although
the' total link utilizations for this curve are comparable to
the other curves, the amount of data traffic is less for this
curve because voice traffic is also carried. Corrupted data
introduces some extra traffic that must be retransmitted,
but corrupted voice messages do not cause any additional
network traffic. Because of this, the amount "extra" link
traffic caused by retransmission procedures is not as great
as it is for the two data-only networks. For this example,
frames containing voice messages have a length of 250 bits
with a deterministic distribution and outnumber useful
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data messages by 4 to 1. This ratio does not include
discarded messages or acknowledgment messages.
D. Extending the Models

While this paper shows several concerns in finding delay
and throughput for the two recovery methods, more can be
done in this area. Possible efforts aimed at continuing this
study include modifying the model to more accurately
describe the probability of corrupting a frame. Additionally, including the effects of corrupted acknowledgment
and reject packets will give a more accurate description of
network traffic and cross network delay. An enhanced
model can include provisions for various message length
distributions, increasing the usefulness of the results.
E. Conclusions for the Delay Models

For link correction, two factors influence the effectiveness of the network: 1) unless the network uses selective
reject, a frame error prevents the sending party on a link
from transmitting useful frames for a short period, increasing the cross network delay for subsequent frames; 2) the
amount of time required to detect and correct a frame
transmission error depends on the link speed and utilization.
When using edge-edge recovery, network protocols are
characterized as follows. First, when a message is lost, this
prevents useful messages from being sent for a single call
until the sender retransmits the corrupted message. This
causes extra link traffic, increasing queueing delays for all
calls on that link. Second, the amount of time it takes to
correct for a message error is dependent on the user
throughput class. (This does not include errors that are
detected by the expiration of a timer.)
In a packet network that sends 128 byte messages as a
single packet through the network, link recovery and edgeedge recovery methods give comparable performance as
seen by a network customer. This conclusion is valid for
networks using high speed transmission facilities (e.g., over
1 Mbits/s) having good error characteristics (e.g., corrupted packet rate of 10 - 3) with reasonable link utilizations for data traffic (e.g., less than 60 percent).
In a combined voice/data packet network, an edge
recovery mechanism can provide acceptable delay characteristics for data traffic.

VII. StiMMARy
Several concepts outlining the philosophy of a possible
protocol structure for integrated voice, data, and signaling
bave been presented. The protocol overview covers the
rules for communication between adjacent network
switches, and across the network between the corresponding packet network interfaces of a call. In this protocol
error correction procedures are not included at the link
layer or packet network sublayer for data or voice information. Error recovery for data is performed edge-ta-edge,
across the network. The average cross-network delays for
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data packets under this edge-to-edge error recovery discipline are comparable to the expected delays under a more
traditionallink-by-link recovery protocol.
While this paper has centered discussion on a possible
design for a voice/data internal network protocol, the area
of accessing such a netw~rk with an integrated packet
protocol is ripe for study. The concepts outlined in this
paper of providing basic transport functions at levels 2 and
3L in the protocol, and tailoring the packet transport
sublayer (3U) for the specific application (e.g., packet
voice) can be extended to apply to network access protocols.
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Abstract - The packet experimental communications system (packet
XCS) is a new experimental voice and data switch. It uses a iOcal-area
, network (LAN) for digital voice transmission, with local intelligence lo'r
switching. The packet XCS also has highly distributed controi. The individual sites cooperate to provide user services as well as internal data
management.
We' have leameil that several local networks, including CSMA/CD
networks, can be made to work well for voice transmi.ssion and tlint highly
distributed control is practical in such a .system. A system has been
construc~ed which is used as a testbed for distributed voice and data
communications eXperiments.
1bis system is purely for experimentation imd does not indicate a
direction for future Bell System product offerings.

issues. We have had an opportunity to consider the effect
of alternative architectures. For exarriple, we achieve reliability by the packet XCS's ,lack of central failure points
rather than by their duplication. Now that an early implementation exists, the packet
seems natural for supporting ongoIng research in integrated voice and data
services. In the end, the packet XCS may point the way to
a useful design in its own right, with essentially zero initial
cost and constant incremental cost per site.

xes

II.

TRANSMISSION AND SWITCHING

The packet XCS incOrporates shared transmission and
distributed switching. Voice packets are transmitted over
the network by the voice sites; .local switching functions at
E have recently designed and implemented a new'
the sites implement voice paths and other switching ab.
voice and data switch for experimental use. Our
stractions.
switch, the packet experimental communications system
(packet X~S), uses a local-area network (LAN) for trans- A. Transmission .
mission of packetized digital voice among the voice sites.
The selection of a LAN for the packet XCS can greatly
We have thereby e1.ir:Dinated the centrcil switch. The sites
have individual controllers to access the , LAN and local affect the p~rformance, cost and reliability of the system.
intelligence to support switching. We have also eliminated The only constraint we place on the ,LAN is that it be
Centralized control and data management. The packet XCS capable of broadcasting a message to all sites on the
distribuleS these functions to the individual sites, which network. This is required by several of the switching algotransmit and receive control and data messages over the rithms presented in the next section. We looked for a
LAN., In short, the packet XCS uses a shared transmission number of qualities in a LAN. Since the failure of the LAN
facility but has distributed switching, distributed control, would disrupt an entire XCS, the chance Of such a failure
should be small: The network should be able to carry
and distributed data.
While transmission arid switching of data have histori- enough voice traffic to make construction of a medium size
cally been provided on top of voice-oriented mechanisms, packet XCS possible. In addition, a moderate amount of
recent innovations and cost reductions in digital networks data capacity should be available.
There are several LAN technologies that meet our conniake it possibl~ to implement voice on top Cif data. The
stramts.
Many types of ring networks would ,be swtable,
most rapidly evolvirig ~ield in data communications is
since
they
broadcast efficiently [5], [11], [15], [17]. Some of
LAl:'l technology [2]; high ~andwidths can give reasonable
these
networkS,
however, have "head-end" hardware which
voice capacity, recent VLSI support has made LAN's leSs
expensive, and emerging standards promise to aid in plan- arbitrates access to the network. This is less desirable than
ning. The design of the packet XCS is relatively indepen- a distributed contention mechanism, since a failure in the
dent of the LAN used (wl:i.ich need only support point-ta- head-end couid bring down the whole network. Other
point and broadcast packet transmission) although perfor- ring-like networks such as FASNET and the ZU;rich ring
have distributed contention which lessens this problem [5],
map,ce is affected by the choice of LAN. ,
The packet xes is an experimental system, and this has [12]. Another interesting class of LAN's are the eSMA/CD
heavily i.n11uenced its design. It has served as a testbed for networks [10], [11], [14]. Since CSMA/CD networks are
distributed systems research. Our goal of a highly distrib- based, on a shared broadcast media, they meet our prime
uted packet XCS has led ,us to many interesting theoretical constraint. Our experience indicates that they are very
reliable.
For our experimental packet XCS, we chose the
Manuscript received July 28, 1983.
.
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CSMA/CD network defined in [9]. This network has
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broadcast capability, is reliable, appears to have enough
capacity to meet our needs, and has commercially available
implementations. This network is also being considered for
standardizaton by the IEEE 802 Committee [11).
Several questions about carrying voice traffic on a
CSMA/CD network need to be answered. For example,
how many voice circuits can be provided? What is the
effect of packet size on capacity and delay? How much
data will be lost due to excessive delays? And, finally, are
there transmission strategies or slight modifications to the
contention mechanism that will improve transmission? The
next few paragraphs will address these questions.
As a starting point, we assume that speech is digitized
using a 1'255 PCM coder at 64,000 bits/so To better utilize
available bandwidth, we assume that speech detection will
be implemented in the site, and that each site will transmit
an average of 40 percent of the time [3). If the channel
capacity is 10 Mbits/s, complete utilization of the bandwidth would result in a capacity of 195 conversations. This
is an ideal, since efficiency is decreased by per-packet
overhead and contention overhead.
Transmission on the network is bit-serial, beginning with
64 sync bits, followed by the packet. A packet contains 112
bits of header, a data field of between 368 and 12 000 bits,
and a 32 bit CRC field. Assuming 64 kbits/s speech, a
packet can hold from 5.75 ms to 187.5 ms of speech. A site
may begin to transmit when it has seen the network idle for
9.6 p.s. If voice sites are uniformly distributed along a
maximum-length network, computations based on the network propagation delay budget give a worst-case mean
one-way propagation time of 10.06 p.s. We can expect an
arbitrary site to see the network go idle 100.6 bit-times
after the preceding site actually ceased to transmit. Taking
this overhead into account, the capacity of the network is
reduced to between 93 conversations (at the minimum
packet size) and 188 conversations (at the maximum packet
size).
Transmission strategy can have significant effect on the
network capacity. Since speech packets are periodic, if two
sites' transmissions collide once, they will collide again on
the 'next packet (ideally). This will continue until one of
them ceases talking. To avoid this effect, an adaptive
packet size is used. A site that experiences a collision will
delay and then attempt retransmission. Instead of retransmitting the same packet, any speech samples acquired
during the delay will be added to the packet. Since the
delays of the colliding sites will be different, their packet
sizes will differ, the next transmission times of the sites will
differ, and successive collisions will be avoided. An adaptive packet size strategy can increase the throughput of the
network by 25 percent or more by reducing the number of
excessively delayed packets. The throughputs given in this
paper assume the use of an adaptive packet size strategy.
Contention overhead is more difficult to determine.
When two or more sites attempt to transmit nearly simultaneously, a collision will result. The rate of collisions and
their duration is affected by such factors as the number of
sites and their spacing on the network. Since these effects
are difficult to describe analytically, a simulation was
performed [9]. The result is that 50 conversations can be
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transmitted if a packet contains 5.75 ms of speech, and 150
conversations can be transmitted if packets contain 50 ms
of speech (larger packets introduce unacceptable delay into
the system). At these loads, a very small ( «1 percent)
number of packets will be delayed so long that they will
not arrive at their destination in time to avoid a gap in the
conversation. These results are consistent with earlier work
[16) but with greater detail.
A CSMA/CD network carrying periodic traffic has a
steady-state traffic pattern much like a TDM network.
There are few collisions, since each site finds a slot in
which it does not collide with other sites. When a new site
is added to the network (such as when a talkspurt begins),
it may experience a few collisions, which may in tum cause
other sites to experience collisions. However, the cascade
effect is heavily damped, and steady state is achieved
rapidly. This arrangement falls apart in the presence of
aperiodic traffic such as data. When a 5 percent data load
is added to the simulation, the voice capacity of the network drops by as much as 25 percent. Extra collisions
between the periodic and aperiodic traffic cause the drop
in voice capacity. However, 5 percent average data is a
large load, corresponding to hundreds of medium speed
sites, or a few large computers.
Even though simulations show that a CSMAjCD network can carry voice, the stochastic nature of the contention mechanism will cause a very small number of packets
to be excessively delayed, even under low loads. Thus, no
guarantee can be made that a given packet will make a
timely arriv~ at its destination. In practice, the authors do
not believe this will cause significant degradation of a voice
channel, unless the network is overloaded. Overloading can
be avoided by engineering the packet XCS for slightly less
than capacity traffic.
CSMA/CD networks give all sites equal access to the
network, and do not favor any given sites. Unfortunately,
this is not the optimal strategy in a mixed data-voice
environment. In the presence of data, voice should have
priority, so that it can meet its real-time constraints. Most
data can be delayed with no serious effects. A particularly
interesting variation of CSMAjCD, called movable-slot
TDM (MSTDM), offers a solution to these problems [13].
The idea behind MSTDM is to allow voice packets to
preempt data packets on the network. This is done by
having voice packets ignore collisions with data packets.
When a voice and data packet collide, the data packet
transmission is stopped, and retried later. The voice packet
continues, and acquires the channel. Voice packets have a
"preempt header" that can be garbled by collisions with no
ill effects. Collisions between voice packets are impossible,
due to the nature of the access mechanism. The important
thing about MSTDM is that it places an upper bound on
the delay of a voice packet transmitted through the network. Thus, no voice packets will be lost due to excessive
delays.
In his paper, Maxemchuk [13] considers a CSMA/CD
network that has different parameters from the one we
have been considering. It operates at 3 Mbits/s, and has
much lower per-packet overhead. In addition, the voice is
encoded at 32000 bits/so These parameters are picked to

increase the efficiency of tbe networ k. If one applies lhe
MSTD M techniq ue to tbe 10 Mbil/s eSMA /CD network
we have been conside ring in this paper, a considerable
reduction in efficiency might be expecte d. However, preliminary calcula tions show that MSTD M operati ng on our
network permit s a voice capacit y almost iden~cal lO pure
CSMA /CD. In pure CSMA /CD, channe l capac~ty is lost
to' collisions. In MSTD M, no voice collisions are possible,
but voice packets have an additio nal preemp t header one'
slot time (512 bits) long, which approx imately negates the
advantage gained by collision reduct ion.
fn summa ry, it is possibl e to transm it reasona ble numbers of voice channe ls on a standa rd eSMA /CD network,
with very low losses. If the MSm M techniq ue is applied,
no voice packet s will be lost due to the conten tion mecbaDlsm.

B. Switching
Switching is perform ed at each site. There is no crucial
centralized switching hardwa re. Periph eral control software
implemen ts a voice protoco l layered above the underlying
LAN protocoL Periphe ral control also include s local primitives for provid ing station or trunk tones and receiving
station or trunk. inputs (switch book and keypad, supervision and tones). These operati ons are suppor ted by local
bardware.
Real-ti me constra ints keep , us from using a complex
protoco l in the voice paths. By the time the loss of a voice
packet could be noticed , it would already be too late to
retrans mit it, and modify ing timing ' constra ints to allow
retrans mission would do more harm than good. Our voice
protoco l is unidire ctional and simply time stamps voice
packets; we depend on known networ k transm ission characteristics to achieve good results.
Switching voice paths involves bufferi ng and transmitting speech sample s from the mouthp iece and receiving,
unifonn ly delaying, and playing back speech samples into
the earpiece. Periphe ral control implem ents abstrac t operations on voice connec tions. For a two-sit e connection,
peripberal control would transm it voice packets point-t opoint. Por a multisi te connec tion, periphe ral control might
transm it the voice packets point-t o-poin t or to a multicast
address. Each site <involved in a multisi te connec tion re. ceives the other's packets and recons tructs them into a
single stream for playba ck; althoug h the process ing power
required is potenti ally unboun ded as the size of a connection grows large, intuitio n tells us that , the instant aneous
numbe r of speake rs will probab ly be small and that extreme cases can be allowed to result in some lost speech.

III. CONTROL
Given the underly ing approa ch to transm ission and
switching in the packet XCS, there were many possible
approaches to the design of the system 's higber-Ievel feature control .functions, with each choice having a major

effect on the resulting system. Accordingly, we first chose a
set of guiding principles which then directed our further
design . Our decisions were often arbitra ry but were ultimately interde penden t; together, tbey helped to narrow Ou r
option s and contrib uted significantly to the concep tual
cohesiv eness of the packet XCS.
Many contro l features of the packet XCS could have
been central ized or distributed. In each case, we chose the
distrib uted approa cb as an opportu nity to study distributed process ing. The distributed approa ch was also considered a challenge, since voice switching features have evolved
in a central ized control environ ment and it was not obvious whethe r they could be implem ented well, or at all, in a
distrib uted environment. We also chose to 'd istribut e all
data functio ns in the packet XCS.
We assume d that the underlying networ k would be extremely reliable. This reliability, useful in transmission, is
also useful at higher levels. Instead of building protocol
layers to elimina te lost messages, we decided to live with
them. Since a switching system can tolerate some numbe r
of failed call attemp ts, we chose to design our system so
that lost messag es could result in call failures or degraded
service, but in which only the associated call would be
affected. This decision requires that messages be associated
with only a single call. since losing a global message could
bave unboun ded effect. We also decided to take advantage
of the broadc ast nature of the LAN for certain data
operati ons.
Sites may fail or come up at arbitra ry times. Again, we
chose that such downtime and such transiti ons should
affect only calls to and from those sites; this again
elimina tes having sites with global responsibilities.
We decide d that the program ming for each site would be
specialized. A site suppor ting a station would contain the
code only for that type of station; a site suppor ting a trunk
would contain the code only for that type of trunk.. Anothe r
conseq uence of this principle is that trunk selection on an
outgoin g call should be perform ed at the trunk sites themselves instead of at the station sites, since the knowledge of
the selectio n criteria should be specific to the trunks: '
We decide d to rely heavily on automa ted techniques in
the design and implem entatio n of the system. For example,
we want lost messages to cause only transie nt errors; a
given design of feature control will have some messages
where this is natural ly the case but others that must be
"reinfo rced" by extending the protoco l. We found that it
was possibl e fo distinguish such cases mechanically and to
automa te the reinforcement.
Some of our philosophical guidelines had to be stretched
when speciiU problem s arose (in areas as diverse as billing
and unassig ned numbers), but overall tpey were extremely
useful in helping us focus. our design effort. ,
Featur e contro l for the packet xes adopts the popula r
archite cture of one process per site. This process executes
on a proces sor at the site, possibly shared with periphe ral
control . The feature control process contain s an extended
finite-s tate contro l compo nent and a data-m anagem ent
compo nent.
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A. Extended Finite-State Control

The extended finite-state control is a finite-state machine
whose inputs are site inputs and control messages from
other sites, and whose outputs are site outputs and control
messages to other sites. Site inputs and outputs go through
peripheral control while control messages are transmitted
over the LAN. Each state of the machine accepts some set
of possible inputs, each resulting in some list of outputs
and a transfer to a new state. For example, from the initial
state, the input "off-hook" produces the output "start dial
tone" and transfers to a state where the input "digit"
produces the outputs "stop dial tone" and "remember
digit" and so forth. The extension to the finite-state control
is the ability to manage small amounts of data local to the
extended machine, such as the digits dialed.
The extended finite-state control is generated mechanically using program synthesis [7]. A specification language
allows a nonprocedural listing of facts concerning voice
sites (e.g., stations cannot give dial tone when they are
on-hook) as well as the features to be provided (e.g.,
stations should give dial tone when they go off-hook). Our
specification language is very close to extended propositional temporal logic [18]. While ultimately equal in power
to finite-state machine specification, our specification language seems much easier to use. Independent facts or
features ,can be specified with fewer interdependencies
arising as artifacts of the specification. Specifications are
mechanically translated to finite-state machine form, with
the translator detecting inconsistencies and underspecifications, eliminating some automatically while interacting with
the user to resolve the others.
Each site's protocol for interaction with other sites is
explicit in the specification. Messages are treated as additional inputs and outputs. Progress has been made toward
protocol synthesis, where the specification might describe
only the cumulative behavior of a set of interacting sites
and the necessary protocol could be derived mechanically.
This work is still ongoing; our initial protocols have been
constructed manually, with semiautomated checking for
protocol bugs. (As with programs, not all protocol bugs
can be found automatically, although protocol synthesis
can guarantee their absence [8].)
B. Data Management

Just as switching and control are distributed in the
packet XCS, so is data management. For example, translation data (giving the mapping from dialed numbers to
hardware site addresses) are not stored centrally; they are
distributed among the sites involved. To use the translation
data, a site broadcasts a query to all of the sites and the
site(s) with the appropriate dialed number responds with
its network address. This approach requires only 0(1) (i.e.,
constant) space per site as a function of the number of sites
but requires O(n) (linear) time per site, with some small
constant factor, as the number of sites and, thus, of queries
grows.
In general, each site holds those data that pertain di-

rectly to it (thus there are no purely "system" data); the
data form data relations and each relation can span many
or all sites. When the contents of a relation are desired, the
requesting site can broadcast a request for the contents.
Each site replies with its tuple(s), and the requesting site
performs some operation on these tuples. If a tuple is to be
modified, it is first located by broadcasting and then
modified using a point-ta-point message.
Often, the operation following the query can also be
performed in a distributed manner. In the translation data
example, the operation is selection of the tuple(s) whose
key is the dialed number. The individual sites can perform
this selection, with only the site(s) matching the dialed
number replying: this reduces the number of replies from
O(n) to 0(1).
Many such optimizations are possible. A typical operation is to maximize or minimize the value of a key. This is
useful in least-cost routing, where we must find the trunk
that minimizes some cost; another use is the maintenance
of a queue of sites, where finding the head of the queue
becomes finding the site with the greatest time in the
queue. Here, the first operation is selection of appropriate
trunk sites or of sites in the queue; the sites can perform
this selection themselves. Next, since the keys are stored
only implicitly, they must be recomputed on each access;
computing them at the target sites iristead of the requesting
site is another transformation. Another is having the target
sites desiring to reply first listen for other replies and drop
out if they see one better than theirs. Yet another is to have
the sites's initial periods of listening inversely related to
their perceived goodness of their results. Together, these
transformations can produce a family of efficient protocols
for accessing distributed data [6].
This data distribution technique is only approximate. It
can fail if a queried site is down or misses the query or its
reply is lost. In the packet XCS this can affect at most the
associated call. At best, the resulting behavior can be
desirable; if a site in a queue goes down, it will no longer
be considered to be in the queue. We rely on the underlying LAN and the relative infrequency of queries to keep
the number of lost queries or replies small.
IV.

PROTOTYPE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In order to further understand the distributed packet
XCS concept, a prototype packet XCS was implemented. It
currently consists of a small number of phone sets. A trunk
interface is being designed. Plain old telephone service
(POTS) for the phones has been demonstrated. This section will discuss our experiences and the insights we have
gained from this implementation.
Our first priority was to implement POTS. Our prototype hardware was selected to accomplish this in a timely
fashion. Our current phone is based on a PDP 11/23
processor, and consists of six double-height Q-bus boards:
CPU, memory, LAN (3), and a voice interface. The LAN
interface is the 3Com QE controller [1]. The voice board
was custom-designed for this application.
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Even though this prototy pe system uses general -purpo se
parts, a final implem entatio n of this system should have
minimu m hardware cost. To meet this constra int, the
hardwa re uses a shared-memory approa ch. The LAN interface appear s to the CPU as an area of main memor y into
which packets are received and transm itted. The voice
interfac e consists of a codec which loads a FIFO buffer
with digitized samples from the mouthpiece, and emptie s
anothe r FIFO filled with samples destine d for the earphone. The software is responsible for moving data between the voice FIFO's and the LAN packet memory.
Both peripheral and feature control run on top of a
real-time operati ng system which allows the rest of the
softwar e to be structu red as a set of cooper ating processes.
A message-passing IPC mechan ism is also provide d. The
interfac e between the periphe ral control and the feature
control is defined by a set of 19 messages divided into four
groups : tone generation, user input, switching, and
transm ission. Tone generation is used to start and stop dial
tone, busy signal, audible ringing, and ringing. The peripheral control software generates these tones from tables.
User input messages are sent from periphe ral control to the
feature control when the user dials a digit or takes the
handse t on-hoo k or off-hook. Switching messages are messages between the feature control layers of the phones
involved in a conversation. They are transm itted, but not
interpr eted by the peripheral control. For POTS there are
only two transmission messages: talk and stop talk, which
cause the peripheral control to set up and tear down a
simplex path between the local mouthp iece and the remote
earphone.
A conversation consists of two indepe ndent, identic al,
simplex voice paths. The algorithms to implem ent a basic
voice path are simple. The transm itter collects sample s
until a packet is filled, and transm its it over the LAN. The
receiver catches packets address ed to it, and plays them out
to the phone. This simple algorith m must then be augmented to handle variable packet spacing and speech detection.
There are two unavoi dable causes of variabl e packet
spacing: transmission delay and clock drift. Transm ission
delay is to be expected in a CSMA /CD network. The
simula tions discussed previously predict that in a pure
CSMA /CD network, with 5.75 ms voice packets , 5 percen t
data loading, and 40 conversations in progress, the mean
packet delay will be 0.2 IDS, and the standa rd deviati on will
be 1.0 ms. If one provides 5.75 ms of artificial delay at the
receiver, approx imately 1 percen t of the voice sample s will
be lost. With no data loading, the mean and standa rd
deviati on of the delay drop to less than one sample (125
I-'s). If MSTD M is added to the network, the maxim um
delay for a voice packet is less than 350 I-'S under any data
load. With at least 350 I-'s of bufferi ng at the receiver, no
voice will be lost.
Clock drift is a less obvious cause of lost voice samples.
Since the packet XCS is completely distribu ted, the two
codecs involved in a conversation are sampli ng at a different rate. Over a period of time, the receiver will see either

too few or too many samples. This will eventually cause a
break in the conversation. In our implementation, the
tolerances of the crystal clocks is ± 0.1 percent. This means
that the receiver can overflow or underflow by as much as
1.6 samples. We current ly use 32 ms voice packets, with a
total of 64 ms of bufferi ng available in the receiver. If the
extra 32 ms of bufferi ng is divided in half to give equal
protect ion against underfl ow and overflow, a voice sample
can be lost in a minimu m of 80 s. Our experience indicates
that this is a more commo n cause of lost voice packets than
the variable transm ission delay caused by CSMA /CD.
Only when voice and data loading on the network approach saturat ion does the transmission delay become predomina nt. Fortun ately, the small amounts of speech lost
due to clock drift are easily compen sated for. When speech
detecti on is implem ented, the receiver can readjust its
buffer between talkspu rts. Since the average talkspurt is
very much less than 80 s, voice samples will rarely be lost.
In order to increas e the networ k capacity to reasonable
levels, speech detecti on is necessary. As each packet is
copied from the transm itter's voice FIFO to the LAN
buffers, the maxim um amplitu de sample is noted. If the
maxim um amplitu de sample in a packet does not exceed a
threshold, the packet is deemed "quiet. " When the transmitter notices a numbe r of quiet packets in a row, it stops
transmitting. When it again notices a nonqui et packet
transmission is resumed. The amplitu de threshold and
numbe r of quiet packets to transDllt are fixed. This speech
detecti on algorith m works nicely in an office environment
with one exception. When a speake r stops talking, there is
a noticeable delay before the transm itter stops trans.mitting. During this time, all of the background noises in
the speaker's environ ment can be heard. These then
abruptl y cease when the transm itter stops. The traditio nal
solutio n to this problem is to have the receiver play white
noise into the earpho ne when the transm itter stops. We
chose to implem ent an alterna te strategy, however. The
human ear is very sensitive to abrupt changes in amplitu de
but much less sensitive to subtle changes. So, our transmitter applies negative gain to quiet packets. The nth
packet of a sequence of quiet packets has a gain of - 6n
dB. The gain is implem ented by table lookup in the transmitter. The result of this is to make the speech detection
effect unnotic eable in a office environment. In noisier
environments, or with trunks, an adaptive threshold would
probab ly have to be used.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

The packet XCS represe nts an innovative new design of
an experimental switching system. It uses a LAN · as a
shared transmission facility; it distributes switching, control, and data. A prototy pe implem entatio n has been constructe d and is current ly in use.
We have learned that, with proper care, a CSMA /CD
LAN can be used as a voice transmission facility. With
MSTD M, voice transm ission is deterministic while data
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transmission retains the desirable CSMA/CD performance. We have also learned that distributed control is
possible for such a system, and that various aspects of
be profitably automated.
system design

can
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[15]
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